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Murray, Ky.,Saturday Afternooa,October 29,1977

Ledger ik Times.

In Our 96di Year

_It_cm Christopher
MSURegmntS Bo
Ron Christopher, Commonwealth's
Attorney for the 42nd Judicial District
• (Calloway and Marshall Counties) has
been appointed to Murray State
University Board of Regents, the
Murray Ledger & Times learned today. Christopher, who will replace thelate
Frank -Ar."tubblefield.onthe_ board.has
GcTel.119_r_
Carroll effective Monday.
•
Gary Auxier,-press secretary to.the
dovertior, has confirmed the appointment. But he said the appointment
will not be official until Monday.
'Christopher is a graduate of Murray
High, attended Murray State
Universityond received his BA degree
• from-the -University of Kentucky in
1964. He received his law degree from
the UK School of Law in 1987.
A spokesman for Murray -State- University
President Constantine
"Deno" Curris said university officials
are reserving comment on the reported
appointment until official confirmation
from the Governor.
Christopher entered legal practice
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•
with Murray attorney Wells Overbey on
September 1967, and stayed with that
firm until May, 1968. He was employed
by the U.S. Department of Justice as
assistant U.S. attorney for the Western
District of Kentucky in Louisville from
May 1968 until July 1969.
- The regebtl,nominee wa-s aSti9inte,4_
..u.s.aupecial assistant...1L2. anon= 10T
the Eastern District of New York,
Brook1311, New York, in March, 1969.
The assignment as necessary because
of the heavy criminal docket in that
district court. Christopher was
assigned there approximately six
weeks to prosecute various criminal
cases...
- •
• ehristotther-presently oversew.
private law practice with another
Murray attorney Harold T. Hurt, at lib North 6th-Straet.
•
He served as judge ;iro-tetzt of
Calloway County from January 1970
until June,1972.
Christopher is married to the former
Eleanor Tate Potter of Louisville. The
Christ-Ciphers-have twci Children.
'

FULL SWING- Halloween festivities are in full swing at Robertson-kinderg
arten as the children (shown left to
right) Frederick Parks, Neither Grogan, Walker Langford,
Gene Cook, Mrs. Mary Johnson (teacher), Doug Hendon
arid Michael Brock help prepare their class jack-o-lan
tern.
nolo by Barry Johnson
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Charles L. Eldridge Is
-Outstali irtg Ag Alumnus 4

ApprovalOf Tax credits
WASHINGTON(AP) — The Senate;
factort4-businesses a1t power P- lants - eommiiten<41airnWairctelifersPoiiiiii"
after chiipiiing19-billion -in-tax briks -coniFert- Meir 0tt-or-gasburning- ----of-thebill, relayed -word -from Carterfor industry from its energy tax bill, is
facilities to coal.
that the bill should not be junked, but
moving'ten.ard final -approval, of the.
*That Vete was the heaviest blow yet
should go to the conference committee.
remaining $40 billion in taacreditS.'
- for the tax credit provisions, which the
The fight in the Senate Friday night
Passage would allow a Senate-House
Senate Finance Cominittee substituted
was led by Long on one side and Sen.
'conference committee to begin lianifor Carter's proposefliixes.
Edward l Yennefy,137Maja.:,_
mering out a compromise version that
But even with that reduction,-the bill
other.
Awl
is expected to include some of the big 14.- carries almost $40 billion worth of tax
Kennedy wanted tO remove_
energy taxes proposed' by President
benefit's, most,of them for business
provision allowing the federal goverCarter and passed in a modified form
extending over the next eight years.
nment to pay half the cost incurred by a
Charles L.Eldridge
earlier by the House.
The major energy conservation incompany in switching from oil or gas to
'Democratic leaders hoped to get a
centive for individuals.in the measure
other fuels. As approved by the finance
final Senate vote on its eight-year tax
would allow a tax credit-of up to $400 to .committee, the provision would have
break package today, but there„was no
help offset the cost of insulation and
cost about $27.5 billion over the next
assurance they would be successful.
other devices to save energy in the
eight years.
Working well into Friday night, the
home. It also would cover the purchase
Senate slashed by about one-third the
Kennedy called the credit a wasteful,
of a'wood burning stove.
value of a tax break aimed at helping
useless subsidy for big corporations at
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., finance
the expense of the working people.
He tried to trim the 50 per cent credit,
which includes a 10 per cent credit
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP - The clock
already in effect, to 20 per cent.
is ticking away the end of Daylight
When it appeared_ that Kennedy
Saving Time in Kentucky.
might win, Long said he would put off a
The state discards fast time at 2 a.m.
final vote on the amendment until tocia
Sunday, when clocks will be pushed
because some of his supporters were
back one hour.
absent.
A three-day seminar entitled "Basic
Those who forget, and arise earlier
State.
Management for the Newly Appointed
than necessary; will hr -e an extra
- Roger C. Schoenfeldt, assistant
Kennedy then agreed to a total credit
Manager" will be offered at Lake
reason-to be grumpy. _
professor of management at Murray
of 25 per cent, an increase of 15 perBarkley State Resort Park near Cadiz
Despite the changeover, there still
State.
centege points over the present ererlit
Nov. 2-3-4 by the College of Business
will benne hour's difference between
The basic thrust of the work will be
Long agreed, and theSenate accepte,
and Public Affairs at Murray State
the time observed in cities like
directed toward (the managerial funthe compromise. _
University.
Louisville and Ashland and in Paducah
ctions of planning, organising,
Approval of the Kennedy amendment
Sessions from 9 a. m.to 4:30 p. m. on
or Owensboro.
motivating, and controlling. Special
and the_ industrial use--tea- brings the
The 42 counties in the western half ofeach date are designed to aid recently -emphasis Will be placed -ow-comSenate bill considerably closer to the
the state are in the central time zone
appointed managers, individuals who
munications, time management,
energy tax measure advocated ID!,
while the other 78 counties are in the
will soon become managers, and ex- . management by objectived (MBO),
Carter. That bill has passed the House
eastern time zone.
perienced managers who desire initial
leadership, problem solving, and
in a modified form.
exposure to or an updated refresher in
decision making.
professional management concepts.
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
Faculty members for the seminar
have been approved by the Center for
will be:
continuing Education at Murray State
- Dr. Lloyd L. Byars, professor of
for participants in the seminar.
management in the School of Business
The course fee .of $425 includes lunAdministration and a Member of the-' cheons and all meeting materials.
urban life faculty at Georgia State
Information about enrollment may be
'UniVersity.
'•
obtained by calltrig- Phil Deaver,
- Dr. Leslie W. Rue; associate
seminar administrator, in the Center
professor of management at Georgia
for Continuing Education (502)762-2716.

Clock Mks

Away On DST

Basic Management
Seminar Is Slated

inside today

Charles L. Eldridge,-assistant dean of
the new president of the association at
admissions at Murray State University, the close of the meeting presided over
has been named the Outstanding
by outgoing president George
• - -Agriculture Alumnus of. the Year for Aniloomingburg of Mayfield. • • 1977 by the Agriculture Alumni •
Also recognized was• a freshman
Association at the university.
winner. . of $200. „6. C.4wInan7MSLI-A 1951 graduate of Murray State,
Agriculture Alumni Scholarship 7
Eldridge was named dean of adErnestine Fay cox-, a 1977 graduate of
--missions in 1974. Heformerly served 12 Fulton -County -High- Schooti----Sheir
:_years Var a- teacher of-- vocationalagriculture and supervising teacher of
who,earned theM..q. degree .
-biology and gotteral_science
,tbe
tW"
in agricultural education
University School and 11 years as
University of Kentucky in- 1955, was
director of School relations on the
honored as one of the 25 outstanding
campus.
• teachers'in the nation in 1958 by the
His selection makes him the -13th . _Ford Foundation. 1e wai listed in the Murray State agriculture alumnus to be
1973 edition of • putstanding Educators
' awarded the honor. He was recognized -4.0E-America." •
• ••
at' the annual association *dinner
During the years he headed the
meeting on Homecoming Eve Friday
school relations student recruitment
evening at the Colonial House - program, the university had the
Smorgasbord here.
greatest period of enrollment growth in
it,snistory. .
Previous winners have been:
Roy Skinner of the Jacksqn Purchase
Production Credit AssOciation in
MayfieM, 19
76;--Di. Joe H. .lonesr
;
Southern Illinois University faculty,
1975; Dr. Charles Chaney, Murray
State faculty, 1974; Dr. Lowell E.
Wilson, Auburn University faculty,
1973; Charles Magness, Mayfield, 1972;
Charles M. Moon, Fulton County, 1971;
Joe Dick, Murray, 1970; Dr. Walter
Woods, chairman of the Department of
Animal Sciences at Purdue University,
1969; State Sen. Pat McCnison, Fern-broke,-1968;.William.Rai h Al iraurier
Sturgis, 1967; James L. Pryor,
Mayfield,o-1966; and Mancil Vinson,
1965.
,Eldridge also accepted the gavel as

One Section -12 Pages

There were sports activities aplenty Friday afternoon
and evening-in Murray. MSU's Cross Country Club won a
triangular meet; a low of 66 won the MSU Homecoming
Golf Tournament; and Murray High racked tip the most
yards but lost to Tilghman Friday evening, 25-6. See the
Sports Section in today's issue.

today's index
. clear to
partly cloudy
Patchy fog lifting by mid morning. Otherwise, clear to partly
cloudy today, tonight and Sunday. Highs both today and
Sunday in the mid 60s to around
70. Lows tonight in the mid40s to
around 50.
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CIVITAN SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED — Gayla Larkewski center, and Isdia Gray, seniors at Murray State•University, have been selected to recei.c: $100 Civitan Scholarships from the Murray Civitan Club. Miss Larkowski the
daughter of Mr. ancl•Mrs. Gailard I I arkowski Of 2758 Baybrook Road, Lexington, is majoring in art and speech and
hearing. Mks Gray is majoring in elementary education and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Gray of Cadir,
Route 2. Wayne -M. Williams, associate prokissor in the Department of Instruction and Learning and publicity chairman for the Civitan Club,presents the sCholarships tolhe recipients. The newli, established scholarship is granted
for two Semesters tor the study of mental retardation. cltolarship recipitgfilMav reapply fnr following years.

A Calloway- County native, he has
ryed as president of the Kentucky
Agriculture -Teachers- Association and
the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance
Association. Eldridge was a Kentucky
delegate to the American Institute of
Cooperatives three years..
Among his honors are also a Woodlien of the World special service award
and the American Farmer Degree from
the National Future Farmers of
America (FFA) Foundation' for thework he did with the Kentucky FFA.
Ekcildgens an elder and Sunday
School teacher at - the University
Church of Christ.
He and his wife, the former Kate
Houston, operate a farm on Murray
Itiiide 8. They have two children - Dr.
Charles Edward Eldridge, a physician
in--Conroe, Texas, and Deborah Kay
Adams, ti 'teacher in the Calloway
Cqunty school system.

Students
Killed In
Accident
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Two
college students returning home for the ,
weekend were killed When their cars
collided west of Hopkinsville, Kentucky State Police said.
Pollee said William Hobard Cayce,
18, of Hopkinsville, a student at Murray
State University, and Rise Carole
Thompson, 21. of Cadiz, Ky., a student .
at Vanderbilt U.niversity in Nashville,
Tenn., were dead at the scene on
Kentucky 272 Friday afternoon.
The accident occurred late Fridal.
afternoon, state police said. Both Cayce •
and Miss Thompson were alone in their
...vehicles, they ,said., The Cayce car
flipped over during the accident and
caught fire, according to reports. •
ef^'

Back Murray State Univprt.ityAlOrnni
•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Smothermon and Coats
Wedding Vows Read

Frances Drake

-

FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 30,-1977 .
What kind of day will
attlitorrew be? To find out what
the star's say, read the forecast
givoLfor your birth Sign

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apt, 20i
• bay may not seem to hold
much .opportunity at first but, if
you look closely, you will find it
has many advantages. Results
will
largely 'up to YOU.
TAURUS
Apr.. 21 tp May:21). ti
‘7
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but don't go Co extremes Or'
attempt the bizarre.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211
Aspects not too friendly. Be
-tactful in speech, cautious in
making agreements. Some
- -"tricky" spots indicated.
CANCER
-4-June 22-Lo July 23i ttk-1Don:t take situations or
-persona .for granted. Be - a
- shrewd observer - especially.
in a romantic involvernene
Some deception possible.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
•
Do not conclude a matter •
before all facts are known or a
Mrs.
Lyda
Overby,
full chance for research given..
..president of the Dexter
intR
Inaccurate moves if not wary. Homemakers Club, presided
• VIRGO
at the October meeting of the
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i nP%. club held at her home with the
- -Happy personal relationships devotion on "God's
Han'indicated. Others can be won
diwork" given by Mrs. Brooks
around to your way of thinking
Collie and prayer led4by Mrs.
easily and willingly. Lula Parrish.
LiBRA
"Managing Your Feelings"
,tSept. 24 to Oct. 231 --41-171
Some pleasing surprises in was the lesson presented by
-s- tore. You may find, quite •_Mrs. May Denny. Mrs. Overby
unexpectedly, that a hobby has gave
the minor lesson on
money-making potential.
"Enjoy
Your Kitchen."
SCORPIO
Plans were made for aWO. 24 to Nov. 22' IlL4S Mixed influances: Expect the rummage sale at the Dexter
Unexpected. Others involved in Center on Friday and
your activities -- ma Y have Saturday; -November 4 and Si

"r1,0

n#0-

•
Mrs. Lowes Smothermon,

YOU BORN TODAY add pep
.and entbasiasrp to any un
dertaking. You work hard
whether the job is simple or.
difficult - and your energies
are boundless. Be careful not to
misuse them! You have a great
love of nature and are keenly
interested in the physical
manifestations of Fife: If you
a•nre to choose a career as a
physician, at whith you could be
a great strccess, your main
interest would lie in physiology
alld anatomy. Many other fields
are open to you, however
especially busineAs.
statesmanship, music and
writing. In the latter connection, your works would have
a strong dramatic quality.
Birthdate of: John Adams, 2nd
- Pres., U.S.A.: Richard B.
Sheridan, Irish dramatist.

Participants in the "Old flicks" program presented to the Music department of the
Murray Woman's Clublvere, left to right, Margie Shown, Norine Winter, Wanda Dick,
Neva Gray Albritten, Evelyn Wilson,Marie Taylor, and Betty Lowry.

Mrs. Lyda Overby

Hostess-For Meet

"Old Flicks"Program
P

daughter of Mrs. Hattie
Paschall and the late Milburn
Paschall of Hazel, was
man-ied to Holmes Coats, son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Coats of Puryear, Tn., on
Saturday, October 15, at two
p.m. in the chapel of the-First
United Methodist Church,
Murray.
The double ring cere.moltywas performed by the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr.James A.
Fisher, Sr. The music was
presented by Mrs. Toni Jones,
organist.
Mrs. Bertha Hines, long
time friend of the bride, was
the matron of honor. Dr.

Franklin Coats, son of the
groom, attended his father as
best mart. Mrs. Jo Elam,niece
of the groom, was bridesmaid,
and Jimmy Smothermon,_ son
of the bride, was groomsman.
The ladies all wore corsages
of white carnations, and the
men all wore boutonnieres of
white carnations.
Immediately following the
ceremony families and friends
entertained with a reception
at llib Holiday Inn, Murray.
The guests were served
apricot punch from the crystal
punch bowl and the three
tiered decorated wedding
cake.
After the reception the

couple left for a wedding trip
to St. Simons Island, Ga., and
other points south.
- LOWER WATT BULB
CHICAGO-You'v e been
told many times that if you use
a smaller light bulb," you'll
save money. It's true, says the
National Assn. of Realtors.
Use of a 60-watt instead of a
100-watt bulb in a single light
fixture will save one-fourth
the number of kilowatts,
cutting the electrical bill a bit.
The more bulbs "switched
down" the more money you
save and the nationwide
movement to conserve energy
is helped.
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CALENDAR

resented At Meeting
.

sahuday, October 29
Parents
of
Murray
Stitchery workshop will
Murray TOPS Club will
Land Between the Lakes
Preschool Corporation will
A special guest performer
The Music Department of
continue at Empire Farm,
meet at the Health Center at
events
include
will
stitchery
meet at 7:30 p.m. at MSU
the Murray Woman's Club for the evening's enLand Between the Lakes,
seven p.m.
Early Childhood Center with
met Tuesday, October 18, at tertainment was Marie workshop at Empire Farm from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
from
a.m.
9:30
to
p.m.,
4:30
Dr. Stephen Shechtrnan as
7:30 p.m. at the club house Taylor, who in her own
• guest speaker.
with the chaignan, Rebecca inimitable style played a and Half-Marathon, 10,000
Monday,
October
31
Delta-department, Murray
--piano medley of seVerd Meter Race at EnvirommentaL Adult ---Great
Dublin, presiding.
Books
Woman's
Club, will meet in
Education
Area.
songs-all of which had
Discussion Groqp will meet at
the downstairs of the club
A delightful program, titled "colors" in their titles. These
First United Methodist
Calloway Public Library at
house at 7:30 p.m. with Rep.
"Old Flicks" was presented were some of the same songs
Dedication
of
comChar& Women will meet at
seven
p.m.
Kenneth Imes as speaker.
- by Betty Lowry and Company. which were part of the
memorative
marker
for
ten
a.m:'
-with
executive
50th
Mrs. Lowry narrated the anniversary celebration, in Training School on Murray
committee meeting at nine
Story
_Hour
by
Kappa Departmtit, Murray
Outreach
program, which was a the 1950's, of the Murray State University campus will
a.m. and coffee served at 9:30 Woman's
program of Calloway Public
Club, will meet on
collection of memories about Woman's Club.
be at eleven a.m.
a.m. at the church.
Library will be at Douglas
main floor of the club house at
the Music Dertment And its :After the program,
the
Center at three p.m.
7:30 p.m. with program by
many and varied attivities in members were invited
"'tti - • Marray -Slate University
Murray
High School Stage
the 1950's.
Faith Doran Circle will
peruse the Music Department---HoMecoming Parade will
Judging for costume contest
Band.
begin
9:30
a.m.
at
the
at
meet at two p.m. in the Senior
Reminiscences Mini Neva scrapbooks from the 50's,
of Murray-Calloway County
Youth Room of the First
Gray Albritten, Evelyn which had been brought to the University and move to the Parks
and
Recreation
United Methodist Church.
Wilson, Norine Winter, and -clubhouse especially for the downtown area. Department will begin at four
Murray Assembly No. 19
Alice Waters Circle will meet
Betty Lowry were highlighted "evening of memories."
p.m. at the park office at
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
_smorga,sbo
rd
following
-Refreshments Were served
the general meeting. will
withierformances by Wanda
North-' Tenth. and Payne
meet at seven p.m. at the
.rirmielttecid 7 er tart-.a Mrs; -June ; Pritchett,
the hostesse_s-Fransuelle Murray State University will. Streets. ___._
sling "Basin Street
lodge4iall.
'4
secretary-treasurer, ga-va.
arrangements: - •
start
at
eleven
a.m.
at
the
Cole,
Wanda Dick, Rebecca
Ethles" and "Sweet Georgia
_
SAGITTARIUS
reports. The members exSd
tu
Ct
ent en er, Norib nth
Leo's
St.
Dublin,
Catholic
Church
and
Brown"
Ruth
Everand
Margie
Shown,
P.E.O. dinner will be at six
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i presseelippreciation for the
Women's Guild will meet at
singing "People Will Say smeyer, assisted by Barbara Street.
A nay for listening! In even a__ cooperation
p.m. in Holiday Inn's Red
Jessie Ludwick Circle, First
of
each
one
taking
w
one
Jewell.
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
We're In Love."
casual conversatis_yoa -ray
Room,
followed
by
program
Presbyteri
an Church, will
part
in
the
benefit
supper and
Murray State President
_pick- up a-ItietWanieful • idea
on Cottey College by Miss Lois
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home
gospel singing held on October
wlaire- Job matters' are conConstantine Curris nd Mrs.
•
Berg, guest, SENOR p.m.
-of Lida -Dowdy.
1.
cerned.
•
Curris will be hosts for the
• Dexter Senior Citizens will
CAPRICORN'
Other members POesent
traditional MSU homecoming
have a potluck luncheon at the, KEY TO HERB SWITCH
League of Women Voters
r9ec.--22 to Jari. 20i /a
were Mrs. Lithe Miller, Mrs.
_reception at Oakhurst tinDexter Center.
If you've been using a dried
Don't expect associates to be
will sponsor an open forum
Shirley Jackson, Miss Maude
mediately following the
amenable to, tile usual apherb in a recipe and Want to
with majoralty candidates Ed
oclalLMra,
Ann
Murray and Eastern football
By Marylou Blosser.
proatra -novr:
Certain:switch over to a fresh one,
Chrrsinan and Melvin Henley
--situations will cell-forextreme- --.,Mrs. _Grape O'Bryan,
game With approtfiritd.e time
Ellis Center will be open -three teaspoons of the minced
on Cable TV Channel 11 from
Elizabeth Pucket, Mrs. Luna
delicacy -in handling.
-of
4:30
Impetigo
•
• - eight-to nine p.m.
frorn ten a.m. to three p.m. far. fresh herb usually replace one
Ruth
AQUARIUS .
Ernstberger, and Mrs. Irene
Senior Citizens.
teaspoon of the dried herb.
Howard - will be moderator.
i'Jarf,21 th Feb. I9)
• •MitchuSdh.- r °tie of the cohimunicible
Reun-iort
of- ,• Murray_ Persons
Follow-up on a unique idea
may
send questions to
The nest meeting will be skin infections of childhood is
Training, College High, and
-could be highly successful - if
Mary Jane Littleton, 809
held Thursday, November 10, impetigo. This infection is
University School faculty,
you are aware that present
Sharp Street, Murray, or
at
9:30
a.m.
the
at
Dexter
usually
relatively
minor to the
Hear Evangelist Travis Smith
graduates, former students,
conditions . are _• -withoutattend the forum with
Center.
individual ailed-id
precedent. It will beam to- you to
teachers questions.
and • - student
•
accommodate..
rarely incapacitates the victhroughout its years of
PISCES
tim, and interferes little with
,existence will be held at the
X
Feb,- 20.-to Mar. 20
Monday, October 31
WHOLE NUTMEGS
'normal activities. However, if spread of the, lesions.
West Kentucky Livestock and
If the
Stellar influences favorable
Smear Test Clinic will
Pap
Oct. 30 ---"tunday Night 7:15
D9 you grate your own
severe, it may be unpleasant doctor has prescribed medicaExposition Center, College
for overcoming per soul nutmeg?
be held at the Calloway
and uncomfortable. Impetigo tion, the instructions.should
You'll probably need
Farm Road, at six p.m.
limitations, solving problems:
can hit at any age but usually be followed carefully.
County Health Center starting
five whole nutmegs to yield an
are especially helpful in
a ironing
does not become a great 0 by the Health Department General
at one p.m. Call 753-3381 for an
ounce of ground spice.
out family difficulties.
Get
Together
all
of
problem unless it appears in Conference of the Seventh-day Adgraduates
ventist Church. os o CO*TImur,y ServICe.
and
former appointment.
groups of children in schools
students of College High and
or camps. •
Monday,October 31
University School from 1960
--- Impetigo is a purulent inMurray Jaycees will have
until it was closed Will be at
fection ol the top layers of the
its chocolate and • popcorn
the Oaks Country Club
skin, it ifilY`be offensive in
station at the Old City Park
following the
barbecue
appearance but is rarely seristarting at six p.m. Jaycees
reunion. Call Jeanie Morgan
15th 8. Sycamore St. - Murray, Ky.
ous except when it occurs in
will also man corners to direct
or Vickie Nance for innewborn infants. The lesions
`trick-or-treaters.
formation.

Of Dexter Club
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poor personal hygiene, but it
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may involve exposed surfaces
of the skin, especially the face,
arms and legs, but it can
spread quickly from one part

of the body to another. It is
niore likely to break out in
children living in areastaving

50C
OFF
On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
tittIT OW ROLL PEA COOPOI.

Seventh-day Adventist Church

can appear under the best
hygienic conditions. If unchecked, the infection can
spread quickly through school

1. Wren .lanying clotheS,
especially for children
and the elderly, special
thought should be givea
• to the flame retardant
qualities of the fabric and
clothing.
D True
False

or camp.
A few measures of control
are suggested here:
1. Schools should attempt, - 2. Do you know what to do
as far as possible, to exclude
if there is a small electrical
children with impetigo, to
fire in your home?
prev,aot its spread to other
Yes
El No

re n.
2. Special attention should

5x7COLOR
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wash the crib

and

other

furniture thoroughly to avoid
contamination of other chil-

dren.
7. Discharges from the nose
of an infected person is one of
the chief sources of infection
and should be disposed of
properly.
There is ho immunization
for impetigo. Susceptibility is
general. Immunity does not
follow an. attack. Personal
cleanliness is,, important for
evei-yone, particularly avoid
Nice of the common use of
tbwels and soiled articles.
Treatment is the moat im
portant -means of reducing
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At bedtime move clock back
one houras-tlaYlight
time ends at two a.m. Sunday.
Youth Group of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will Collect for
UNICEF from one to four p.m.
in areas of Murray. The youth
will be identified by special
cartons. Homecoming dance ioPeni

will be at Murray Country
Club from nine p.m. to one
a.m. with Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Moffit as chairmen. Price /ill
be five dollars -per person.
Sunday, October 30
Murray
Civic
Music
Association will present- the
Louisville Symphony Orchestra at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is by
Civic Music Association
membership card or MSU
student identificatioa card.

BUITERSCOTCHPUDOING
A special dessert that's easy
to prepare: Just snip cooked
or moist pitted prunes into
God Squad of First Christian
small pieces and fold into Church
will -"tollect for
butterscotch pudding. Spoon., UNICEF
from 3:30 to five
into dessert dishes and pitn.
in areas in _Murray. A
sprinkle with chopped walnut*, Halloween
party will-follow
'
.at
or toasted coconut
the church
•

4

*.

1.99
''24

3. All clothing that has been
in contact with the impetigo
lesions should be disinfected.
4. Parents of the infected

Proccssing 4 1.J7

177
-setrittr.331

anyone else.

child need to follow carefully
the physician's instructions in
caring for him.
5. Discharges from unhealed lesions should he disposed
of so that other children are
not infected.
6. If the child is an infant.

7e4

slick &mom ti -3n
70 EXPOSURE SLIDES

be given to towels and sheets
that the infected child uses.
They should not be used by

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Murray State Black Ad- seven p.m.
at the Health
visory Council with Minority Center,
North 7th and Olive
Awareness Committee will
Streets.
have a dance at Beshear gym
from nine p.m., to one p.m.
Muriay Senior Citizens will
Admission will be one dollar sell tickets on a cross-stitch
for students, two dollars for quilt at the Bank of -Murray
non students, and $3.50.for non from nine a.m. to four p.m.
student couples.
Halloween booth, Hazel
Geraldine Chappell,
Community
Center, sponsored
missionary to India, will
speak at the Murray Church of by Hazel Units of WOW, will
the Nazarene, Doran Road, at- be open from 5:30 to seven
p.m.
seven p.m.
Tuesday, November 1
First Baptist Church
- Women will meet at 9:15 a.M.
at the church.
Groups Of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. M.C. Garrott at ten
a.m., Dorothy with Mrs.
Castle Parker at 10:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker with Mrs.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m.

Complete Line
Photographic Supplies
•

Photography
•
Good Selection of
Picture Frames
•

_CURTIS &MAYS,
Murray
304 Main
753-7360
Murray, Ky.
9-5 Mon.-fri. 9-12 Sat.
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Miss Dianna Kay Paschall
Mar.ried- To Gary L. Spain
Miss Dianna Kay Paschall,
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oxie Paschall of Almo Route
One, was married to Gary
Lynn Spain, only child and son
of Mr.and Mrs. Glyim Spain of
Route One, Hartford, Ark..
Friday, September 23, at
- seven p.m. at the Almo
Church of Christ.
The double ring ceremony
• -By Abigail Vart Buren-was performed by Bro. Harold
,977 by The Cnn ago Tnnune N V News Syra Inc
Arnett as the couple stood
beneath the arch at the altar.
DEAR ABBY: Why are some people always late? Iknow Bouquets of white gladioli,
—a--mantwoend a woman. The -woman has noexcuse -yellow roses, white and
whatsoever because she has no job, no children add all the orange daisies, yellow
cartime in the t world. The man is self-employed, and his nations, and baby's
breath

oo

Who A-re Always Late

reputation for tardiness is so well-known that when he

0. Mrs. V. P. writes that
she is in her third month of
pregnancy and still hiis a
few cocktails before dinner
every night. Her mother is
constantly warning her
that even moderate drinking will harm her unborn
baby. Mrs. V. P. wants to
know if her mother is right'.
A. We have long had the
..Adslogan. "I)onl drink if you
ire driving." Studies point
_ up the need of W similar
saying about childbearing
such as. If you are preg. nant, don't drink.'
. •
Alcohol, whether from
. beer, wine, or other forms
of-hard liquor,can damage
the brain of !inborn babies.
The results can be behavior problems and mental
deficiency. Occasionally,
developmental defects in •
other parts of the-body are
—thought .lobe:related -lei
alcoholic consumption by

were used

on each side of the
makes an appointment it is assumed that he will - be
anywhere Irons half-an-hour toan hourlate—and he -always_ altar. The-liven branched
is. He has never been known to apologize for his lat_thoes: . candelabra flanked each side.
The pews were marked with
iy-rafe some people White ribbpn bows with
-streamers.
-

My time is every bit as valuable as anyone_alsei, and I

resent being kept waiting.
iaways Ta" r
me
•

-The bride was given in
RATES LATENIKS marriage by her parents and
escorted to- the altar by her
HATES: Show nie a natenick" and III show you father while the Wedding
a person who is selfish, inconsiderate and emotionally March was being
played by
. immature. Like children, they live in a timeless world, and tape
recording.
they couldn't care less about the inconvenience'they cause
Bride's Dress
others. ,
For
her
wedding the bride
Occasionally, one who Is meticulously punctual will be .
made late-through no fault of his own.-But Wyse who are watt lovely in her -jvhite bridal
chronically tardy are invariably immature and incon- silk wedding gown or satin
featuring a high neckline with
siderate in other ways.
bridal lace on the yoke and
down the long sleeves which
D.EARIABBY: When Irecently Pxtenikran-=At
,
for an 8 o'ctock dinner at my home to a couple we know and ended with pointed cuffs. The
like, she said,"May we bring our children?"(They are 5, 7, dress had a fitted waistjine
and 9.)
and full skirt with lace down
I gaid,-"I am sorry, but this party is for grownups. I_11 each
side and ruffle at the
have the.children eeother time when-we plan w Lookout."
She became very angry and said, "Well-, if oni-CliVdren -_bottom of the dress. - - - - Her elbow length veil of
are not welcome,don't count on us!"Then she slammed the
illusion was attached to the
telephone down on my ear.
_
Abby, I do not think children belong at parties with headpiece of white seed
grownups, and hers are particularly -ill-mannered. My pearls. She carried a fall
husband thinks I was wrong for not: making her children bouquet of yellow roses, white
welcome.-I'd,like-yeer "opinion.
' and orange daisies, and
- -110.6TESS baby's.breath with white-bow
and -streamers'tied in love
DEAR HOSTESS: I'm with you.
knots.
.
-The bride chose her sisterCONFIDENTIAL TO BITTER AND DESPERATE IN
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.: In my Rioter's kitchen is this in-law, 1Virs. Gail Paschall, as
framed philosophical gem —author unknown. Perhaps it her matron of honor. She wore
a long green polyester knit
will help you. •
dress with long sleeves and"Life is easier than you think.
carried a-bouquet of yellOw
All you have to do is 'accept the IniposSible,
rosebuds, white and orange
without the indispensable
daisies, and baby's breath.
And bear the intolerable.
(And be able to smile at anything.")
- Miss Sherri Starks, her
_
bridesmaid, wore a yellow and
green flobr length polyester
knit dress and carried a
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 bouquet like that of the
Lesley I*,
ealtf. 90212, for AbIty'l booklet matron of-honor.
•
'
"How to Write Letters for AU Occasions." Please enclose a
Pat Paschall, brother of the
long,self-addressed, stamped 12441 envelope.
bride, was best man for Mr.
Spain. The groom and best
man wore brown vested suits
with yellow rose bud
bouton-nleres. garret'
Paschall, nephew of the bride,
was the groomsman and
Savings & Loan Assoc.
lighted the candles. He wore a
brown suit with yellow rose
bud boutonniere.
The ringbearer was Shane
Paschall, nephew of the bride,
who wore a light blue suit with
a yellow rose bud boutonniere.
He carried the rings on a white

Security Federal

Is Coming
To Town

HOURS:
4-9 Tues. thru Thurs.
4-9:30 Fri. thru Sun
CLOSED MONDAYS

-

-

The effects on the fetus
are more pronounced during the first three months
of pregnant), when the tissues of -the baby are more.

manner, alcohol comes nancy. Even so-called. soreadily, into contact ,with -clat drinking, especiall
y
all of the cells of the . early in pregnancy can be
infant's body and ma* .harmful to _the unborn.

,har

a:harmful _Weer'tin
them, especially the brain

cells. Once damaged, the

harm is permanent. Babies from alcoholic
-mhthe.rS are often smaller
in overall weight at birth.
The 'eyes may be closer
ver 8411.$011peopte.are
together than average, and
adrnttfel +0 eniergenCy
the bridge of the nose is
rooms each ear .with
often flattened. Defects in inliAries ibtklititehen
the early developmenrof ranges..
the heaet are .not rarerin
ver
such babies. In the -first
-ear
few days of life, babies loose,
from alcoholic mothers of- flowing
ten exhibit exceAsive
crying and jitteriness, aye clothes
easily distracted, and may
appear slow to learn.
cookmg
Fortunately, all babies,"rif lcohOl1TfleftlItrrs atVhUraffead4,-btit it is not
possible to)(pow .which inlants wiIrliehirrird by the

O

alcohol.
In the present state of
our knowledge, it is far

bon't
entice
kiCIS tO
Gliinb on
rOtler-,-bLst

better to Oak it safe and
for a mother to avoid al*five to outside fond-. •cottotte drinks if She._ gaps
irer.tetfects appear to be possible continue to abstain from
attractive foods
throughout pregnancy.•
'drinking during her pregabove t.
•A review ofseveral separate Studies on The'effects"
of alcohol were reported at
a recent International ConMr. and Mrs. Gan I.vnn
Vote For The Only
ference on Birth 'Defects
.-, Candidate For Mayor
held
1.11M9,ntreal. Canada.
satin heart stiaPed
The adversecake with pink and blue roses Knowlg
The bride's _father. wore a
was topped with the bride and effects of alcohol on the
gray suit with yellow rose bud
• Who Has Maintained
imbOrn has increased rapand baby's breath bouton- groom statuette.
idly
since
the 1974 reports
An Impartial Position
After the reception the
niere. The bride's mother
by Dr. David Smith of the
couple
left
for
an
unannounc
ed
chose to wear a Wee and white
In City Government
University qf Washington
polyester dress, floor length, --wedding trip and are new
be.
latinusbt
p.
And Was NOT
with white accessories and a residing-il-Fiat SniltE; Art-.;- tween alcoholism in iniithwhere he—is—employed in
white orchid corsage. The
ars-Andl'ilefitatfetirdatidn
Influenced by Pressures
and other birth defects;
groom's parenti sent deep construction_ work.
regrets at not being able to Out of town guests include disorders which he labeled
attend the wedding.
Nina Nichols, Florence fetal alcoholic syndrome
Milligan, and Jene Parker, (FAS).
Reception
_ Tolima:1g
ceremioar-a- Pari_s,111.; Mr. and Mrs.-Bud
reception was held at the .H. Miming, uncle and aunt of mother consumes is abColonial House Smorgasix;rd. the bride, Dwight and Janice sorbed into her blood and- The bride's table -*as Hale, and Terri !Hale, cousins circulates to the plactn.,to__
Paid tin l
ri.sinan Campaign Fund
covered with white cloth and of the bride, all of Hazel; Mr. and crosses into the-circuFor Ma!,or Forrest Pr!ddy Treasurer
lation
of
the
fetus.
and
In this
Mrs. Jim Lindsey, uncle
centered with an arrangement
of yellow roses; white andy and aunt of the bride. Hazel
Park,Adieh.; Mrs. Roger
orange daisies, and yello
carnations with baby's breath. Couffard, aunt of the bride,
The twatiered-- white wedding -Psarborn iteights,_1ch
-

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY.OCTOBER 31, 1977
What kind of day will settling pending matters
tomorrow be? To find out what generally; also for making
the stare say,-read the forecast imovations which can insure
-further improvement in your
given for your birth Sign.
status.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
ARIES
--I
rkit
Your clak t5 get ahead. An
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't leave yourself open to associate of importance will be
needless criticism. Know what surprisingly helpful if asked for
you must do at* HOW to go advice. Romance and cultural
about it. With others observing interests also favored.
your example, you could be a Pl-scES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XIt
r
potent leader.
• Excellent Neptune inTAURUS
fluencesf Inspiration at a peak.
( Apr. 21 „to May 21) 'i•P
Think twice before you voice
A unique:Ictea'you have can be
carried out with just the tied
that strong opinion. You iniq
need a change of words, even touch of ingenuity-to make it
thoughts, after a second
workviewing. Avoid pessimism and
YOU BORN TODAY are
contrariness.
endowed with tremendous
GEMINI
ambition, indotnitable courage
(May 22 to June 21)
Practical issues will require in the face of obstacles and an
outstanding gift of leadership,
your complete attention
There's a temptation now to
You would make a great SWskip details, but this would be
cess in public life but, being
costly. Heed the voice of ex- extremely versatile, there.are
many other vocations open to
perience.
you, notably in the fields of
CANCER
(June n to July 23)
literature, medicine, the law,
Excellent lunar influences! or, in the arts, as archt
.tects
Certain recent pressures should
sculptor or KW- rralta to
be lifting and some of your curb: overaggreilIVeness,
obstinacy and hyperactivitycherished desires can be
- realized. you have good friell4 Birthdate of: John Keats, Eng•
poet; John Evelyn, Eng. writer,
in your corner.
LEO
diarist
4.1:2.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Here is one of those choice
days when your personality
ambitions and know-how.
MORNING COFFEE •
teamed up, can help you to
Cranberry Cake
Coffee
make new records.
• CRANBERRY CAKEVIRGO
Give a cake mix new texture
( Aug. 24 to Sept.-23) WP
and flaivr.
Scotch prisent tendencies
18'2-ounce package y ellow cake
toward envy and jealousy which
mix
are not like yon, anyway. Don't
1 2 cup cornstarch
teaspoon cinnamon
nurture gtsidges but, rather,
2 eirgs
.
emphasize
innate
your
tz cup cam oil_
tolerance and loyalty.
'2 cup cranberry juice
LIBRA
cocktail
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
I teaspoon -vanilla
. Excellent influences. Some
1 cup coarsely chopped
interesting possibilities for
cranberries
future profit could emerge from
' cup chopped medium-fine
a lunchtime meeting.
walnuts
SCORPIO
r In the large bowl (4 an elec(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
tric mixer stir together the
cake flux, cornstarctj and cinWatch assets with special
namon. Add the eggs, oil; crancare now. Ellen a good friend.
berry juice and vanilfa; al low
seeking a loan, could be "taking
speed beat until moistened At
you for a ride..!
medium speed beat for :1 MiSAGITTARIUS
nutes. Fold in cranberries and...
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
nuts. Turn into a greased 10Good aspects for business and
incti'angelcake pan Rake in a
money matters. Quick perpreheated 3S5-degree (+yen uritii
ceptiveness and unwavering
a ,cake-testei msertell iw center
decisiveness will be important.
comes out clean • 60 to Tri
however.
minutes. Cool' in part on wire
CAPRICORN
rack for 10 minutes' loos& •
(Dec..22 to Jan.20)'
edges awl
i.uiuL
A good day. for piabtazieg,
cool eorsplet v

Art

If you're going to get through the coming winter with
reasonable heabills. you need at least R-19 value insulation 'inyour attic. You also need R-11 value insulation under your .floor
— and in outside walls if you remodel. But the attic -insulation
alone can .save you pout 40 percent on heating costs.You can choose from a variety of types of insulation. ái
youcan either hire a contractor to do the job or do it yourself..
Just be Sure to.specify R-value when you buy insulation 6r hire
a contractor Stop by our office today for the free booklet
Installing Home Insulation. And be 4ure to pet that hare attic
covered before winter

Murray-Mayfield
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Looking Back

•Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
Dale Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nanny of Murray Route One
and junior at Murray High School, won
the regional Cross Country TraCk Meet
held at Tilghman High School,
Paducah.'
Deaths reported include William Lee,
Dennis R. Sanders, Mrs. Rosa Edwards
and Mrs. Jaines.L.Childrp‘a..
Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray turned
out its 100 per cent membershlp to earn
first place and the "Presidential
Citation -at the Four Rivers Council-1967 Fall Camporee.Sammy Kay Beaman, Charlotte Bell,
Dtbbie Brandon, Jimmy Herndon,
Mary Hopson, Vickie Kingins, Pam
Lastiter..._Atislre_Y flIckardson, Beck./
Robertson, Rosetta RobertsOn, Marilyn
Wisehart, and Leah Workman,
members of the Murray High School
Band, were recognized as seniors at the
Murray High and Russellville football
game here.
Carlton Parker of Murray has been
named to assistant editor of the 1968
Murray State University yearbook, the

Help For
Postal System
•

•:-There seems to be a slight public service which should be
• Orange in .congressional at- maintained by the government
titude toward the postal service at the lowest possible cost for
• with some members leaning the dissemination of , in-,
toward more federal funding to formation to the American
maintain the' postal service. people.
Some members appear to
Congress has already emregret they ever voted to braced that philosophy in its
reorganize the postal service appropriations of funds for
and put it on a pay-as-you-go public broadcasting and it is
basis.
being asked for more. Support
appropriates for failing railroads is the same
•Congress
Inillions of dollars every year thing amounting to billions of
for the -public service" aspee- dolla rs. - doesn't
the
As of the postal service. That is dissemination of information
:to pay the way for services per- - through the mails deserve the
formed by post offices but are same treatment from Congress
not a part of the daily mail and the federal•government as
delivery.
the dissemination of enSome of us have ,conten4e4 tertainment via public broadfor years, with very "few casting and the transportation
listeners, that the entire postal of bodies and freight in railroad
4ervice-(delivery of _the mails) - ears?
ihould be looked"uponas a
(Editor & Publisher)

20 Years Ago
Inside Report

A new -housing area on 39 acres,
known as Meadow LaneSubdivision,in
the south part of Murray, is being
developed. by Dr. A. H. Kopperud and
Freeman Johnson.
Buford Hurt, state manager of• the
• Wiindnieri of the World,hiis be
- en
edto head the rural division of the
Calloway County-Murray United Fund
Drive.
Oil well drillers are continuing their
quest for oil west of Murray and-have
- WASHINGTON — A fictional
Zainliaign promises and his own doubts,
Echoes From The Past it% .1)1(1%
Duggan and Wattenberg "make foreign reached a depth
of 4,969 feet.
President's dispatch of troops to halt-- Ftattingan nevertheless intervenes —
intervention seem defensible,`i'Latham
Births reported include a girl, Karen
imaginary Communist aggression in
though with restraint notreminiscent Of
iit
implies intervention is never- per- Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Karl Frederick
, I
(1/
- the 1980s has generated enough furor
Vietnam. Restrained or not, he triggers
missible under any conditions.
Hussung on October 17, and a girl,
41111 , 44,
here to underscore this haunting
111's. qe ,ril's im$1
reflexive horror and a challenge in the
question: can a post-Vietnam U. S.
New Hampshire primary UT his own , That not only confirms the point of Amelia Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
government ever again pose a credible
"Against All Enemies" but echoes a D. Lovett on October 14.
Vice President.
The Town and Country Homemakers
threat to intervene militarily anywhere
disturbing view voiced privately by
To conclude a fast-paced story,
Club
was organized at the home of Mrs.
in the world?
,
many
Carter
administration officials.
-.Duggan and Wattenberg put this New
Tip Miller on Qctober 24.
-That very question is the ideaologidat - HartpShire vicnrySpeethin.President
Having left government service -in'
underpinning of "Against -All Entioies" • Rattingareszmouth: "from now oil, this
opposition to Vietnam, they now. (in.
(Doubleday); a'Washington novel' by
Presidential
Review_Memorandurn 10)
•
presidentinay
be
a
little
more
relucnt
driving this bus, they won't." Now,rrn
Mr. Sonny Parkhill, who told the
ex-LBJ speechwriters Ervin S. Duggan
dismiss the option of not defending
to
risk
making
hard,.
unpopular
not hardly thatbad, but'I do lean a bit
story of Pud Diggs, continued with his
C. C. Farmer, secretary of the
and Ben J. Wattenberg. Their story has
South Korea in case of enemy attack'.
decisions. And future Presidents may
southerly.
stories, going on to talk about Fort
Murray
an
Tobacco Board of Trade, anAmerican
President,
some
15
years
*1) • Heiman.
be even more reluctant. The lesson. ..
Mr. Carter provides no help. His book
"Fort Heiman still has the old
*
nounced today that dark fired tobacco
after Lyndon Johnson, intervening in
is
that
we're
in
deep
trouble.
.
.
if
the
of
campaign
cemetery there,- but it's lust empty
commitments
"As I said, I' lean just a tittle
sales will probably open around the
the right war at the right time in the • world's strongest nation isn't willing to
("Promises, Promises") contains this
graves, where they dug up the bodies
southerly myself. I know there was a
first of January in Mtirray.
right way (with limited forces). Yet he
defend
its
values
—
with
geel,
if
pledge: "-Never again becoming
w,omari....who came down to Fgrt
after the war and sent them home, but
Dr. Hal Houston, Murray physician
provokes such oppositiori that he is
necessary — you can kiss those values
militarily involved in the internal afthey never
Heiman,annhewas a Northerner,and
up the graves. The
and Rresicient of the MBITii State
nearly driverifrOril office.
goodb"'
- fairs of another nation, tiniest therels a
old gun emplacements and trenches are'
he kept telling me,"Well the North did
College Alumni Association, has
Seldom has there been so vivid a case
still there, just the way they were when
win," and I said, "yes, of course they
This stemwinder follows 450 pages of • direct and obvious threat to the United
donated. $500 to the Memorial Student
of life imitating art. Reviewers of the
States or its people." Under that forthe soldiers sttityped out of them -over it- - .bnols,won. I think it was good,because-I-di:etUnion' fund at Murray State College,
.. -TO? the. .-rnost influential' reluctance and caution by President
hundred years ego. It's rough, not kept
t:41U. Pr.eStilent Rattigan could hardly_ according -to
believe that the country separated
itattingan; sLamely the happy -cold
newspapers, including a former
Mrs -George Hartz.,
have
sent
troops
to Bolivia.
up, but it's a wonderfuli_ historical
• - could - have -withstoOd all the battles
warrior. Yet,the pre-publication notice
secretary of the alumni association.
campaign speechwriter for Jimmy
place. You know they hadn't finished
we've had." But I told her, "we're still
by the Kirk us Service-called the novel
This disturbs • such Democrats- as. • The Sixtb annuat„Beef• Cattle Show
Carter, took precisely the same stand
proud that it took 40 to one odds five - Fort Heiman. when it was captured. as the fictional
dull-ous manifesto for inwill be at the Murray Livestock Yards
Duggan and Wattenberg, who last week
President's enemies:
How they happened tn. start it is toyears to do it" id it did. .
terventionism," setting the tone for
told the Women's Democratic Club here on November 10and 11.
While generally praising the novel.
teresting; General Heiman, a southern
"They tell a story about this
politicize reviews. 4
Mrs. Harry I. Sledd has returned
of their apprehensiorr about the postthese cirites recoiled at the notion of U.
general of German descent, had been
busdriver from down South who was
John Leonard, the New York Times
Vietnani U. S. functioning as a great home after a visit with her parents)Mr.
S. troops intervening anywhere-under_
sent ot Fort Henry, just across the
carrying tourists on a tour of southern
bOok reviewer, writes that ' power. Life and art intersect. Novelist and Mrs.T. J. Hinton of P.attville,
•
any conditions.
Ala.
river. When he and one of his captains
battlefields, and each time they would
and .Wattenberg "rattle a few
Duggan
Wattenberg, an occasional political
Attending the national convention of
A similar mitalset is found within the
surveyed the fort, they looked for' Carter
a battlefield he would tell them
sabers." In the'g'tuidEiy Times book
operative, has resurrktecl the centrist the Girl Scout Association at Ebng
administration's national
another fortification. Just across from
how a handful of southerners just
review, novelist and sometime Carter
Coalition for a Democratic 'Majority Beach, Cal., November:4 to 7, will be
security bureaucracy, thereby moving
Fort Henry was a natural fortress, the this
whipped the heck out of thousands and
speechwriter Patrick Anderson writes:
(CDM) mainly out of concern over the Mrs. George Hart, and daughter,
debate out of the literary'salon.
limestone bluffs of Fort Heiman, where Suspicions
thousands of northerners. It was the
The message seems to be, 'My._
Carter foreign policy.
Lochie Fay, of Murray. Their mother
have been raised about how
the Tennessee River made a horseshoe the
same at every battlefield they came to,
President right or wrong,' and after
and grandmother, Mrs. 0. L. Broach,
American superpower, deprived of
But the fictional Carl Rattigan, like
turn right almost into the bank. This the right
so finally a woman with a northern
Vietnam and Watergate, that is a
to intervene, can confront the
the real Jimmy Carter, campaigned. will accompany them and visit her son,
meant that guns stationed there would Russian
accept."
to
message
brogue said, "but sir, didn't the north
difficult
rather
superpower unshackled by
with post-Vietnam promises of non- Harry Broach and Mrs. Broach, San
have a shot at the bow as they came in, self-limitatioRs.
win a single battle?" And the driver
Bernardino, Cal.
Among the suspicious
explicit
by
most
complaint
is
The,
intervention,
if. President Carr faces
-11roadside-as they turned, and then at is novelist
said, -no, and'by golly,islong as
Written-berg, whin the real
,
'Latham
journalist-novelist Aaron
dertiocratic ally in peril, tided'tie
the bow as the left, if they made it that worldismObilizing
Democratic diSSent
40 Years Ago
reviewer fcir the Washington Post:-"1-imitate the novel and risk alienating his
far.
to Carter policies.
liked this political novel as a novel but
supporters, staff and even Vice
Every community in Calloway
"SO Heiman started construction, but
In "Against All Enemies," liberal
disliked it as potties. If we muSt spread
President? Perhaps, but the critics of County was represented in the hugh
what with all the red tape, he didn't get Democratic
President Carl'RaftThgan
American steel around the world, I
"Against All Enemies" suggest the agriculture fair held in the laverbey
permission to start building till it was faces an
invasion of democratic Bolivia
believe we should do it in the form of
political firestorm would be no less warehouse, Murray, on October 22 and
,so late in the war that they hadn't by
Communist Chile. Impeded by
Coke cans." By complaining that
intense in real life than in fiction.
23, according to County Agent :IT.
urilthecl it when Admire! Foot and his'
Cochran.'
;
gunboats and General Grant ind his
By BARRY SCHWEID
Numbering of houses of Murray
foot-soldiers got there. Of course, there
Associated Press Writer
correctly was started yesterday by
was very little fighting at Fort Henry;
By The Associated Press
Hobart Graham who was named by
Today is Saturday, 0c1.29, the 302nd
those men who had manned the fort had
Murray Postmaster H.T. Waldrop and
day of 1977. There are 63 days left in the
been moved to help defend Fort
the Young Business Men's Club for the
year.
Dorrelson,- leaving - only a handful-----work.
Today's highlight in history:
behind. And Fort Heiman, which wasn't
Deaths reproted include Rice A.
even completed, was captured without
On this date in 1929, the New York
Henderson, age 76, Mrs. Lena Haley,
stock market collapsed, setting off the
a shot being fired.
age 32,a nd Mrs. W.A. Weldon,age 80.
worst financial catastrophe in U.S.
The Union general who was first
Robert S. (Duck) Jones, operator of
history.
assigned to Fort Heiman before it was
Jones Drug here, was elected_,as ..a
occupied was General Lew Wallace—he
On this date:
member of the Board of Direetors of the
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's probably
In 1618, Sir Walter Raleigh was
wrote Ben Hur—and then, general
as Eisenhower.
Cyrus R. Vance, the secretary of Kentucky
Merchants Association at the
executed in London, charged with
the Henry Kissinger legacy, but even in
Lowe, who commanded the Fifth Iowa
He hasn't traveled as much as Nixon.
state who reminded some of William annual meeting held in Louisville.
treason against England's King James
this 10th month ..of the Carter adCavalry, who stayed there over a year.
On the one hand, he has scheduled a
Rogers, has turned out to be stronger
Golden wedding anniversaries were
ministration there are a lot of smart
I.
They didn't get much rest there.
back-breaking, 11-day trip to nine
and more influential than the fellow
celebrated
by Mr. and Mrs. George
people around town looking for the
In 1682. the founder of Pennsylvania, Typhoid wiped out part of the men,apd
spread
over
four
continen
-Mcountries
Kissinger eventually Supplanted.
McClure on October 21, and by Mr. and
secret hand guiding American foreign
William Penn, landed at what is now
the guerillas got some more. Besides
On the other, he has said-he will cap it
_lie has taken on the hard, nuts-and- Mrs.
Charles Cole on October 17.
Chester, Pa.
policy.
that, General Nathan Bedford Forrest
off if Congress hasn't completed aCtiii0';
bolts work -4 preparing for a Middle
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
The memory of Kissinger's
In 1918, German sailors mutinied at was making raids throughout Calloway
on his energy program.. - was
conference
in
East peace
and
and Mrs. William Elvin Lee on October
mysterious trips to Paris for Vietnam
the Kiel naval base,demanding prompt County pretty regularly, and even when
The bvieus-inference: Carter concharge of the strategic arms talks with 24,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones
peace negotiations with the Allies in he wasn't raiding Fort Heithan, they
peace talks and to China to ope_a___--; tilers globe-trotting useful but not
the Russians in May in Geneva that on
October 27, and a boy to Mr. ant
relations after a quarter-century-Of-icy • imperative.
World War I.
were afraid he was coming.
broke a long impasse on treaty Mrs. Garl Irvan on
October 22.
distance is still too-freah to accept the
In 1923, the Republic of Turkey was
"On one occasion Forrest crossed the
In scope, his foreign policy approach
negotiations.
The. huge marble mausoleum in the
proclaimed.
fact-tharruinny Carter is making most
ridge between command'posts and the
is uneven. In some areas, such as the
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young, Murray City Cemetery,
In 1940, numbers were drawn in the fort proper, firing both ways_at„two oauthorized by
of his own decisions.
Middle East, the United States is an
Vice President Walter F. Mondale and the family of Warren
U.S.
in
draft
military
peacetime
•
Stanley Swann
first
Actually, the who's-in-charge hunt is
clock in the morning.- 43nt by the time
influential, driving force. In others,
arms control director Paul Warnke after his death
•
history.
last December, has been
a little beside the point. However large
the_norttiern soldiers had gotten their
China for example, U.S. policy has
have all settled into important but completed and the
keys turned over to
In 1956, Israel launched an attack guns and were ready to fight, he was
Kissinger's role as national security
hardly inched ahead since Carter took
secondary roles.
the
Swann
family
against Egypt's Sinai Peninsula.
by
the workmen of
adviser and then as secretary of state,
riding off down the river, and the Union
office. ,
Young,stirring less controversy after the Murray Marble Works
Ten years ago:- U.S. Vice President men ended up shooting at each other."
the ultimate responsiflility rested with
But most noticeable about the Carter
an explosive debut, has had as much to
. Hubert Humphrey arrived in Saigon for
the presidents he worked for, Richard
administration in foreign affairs 13 that
do as anyone with the new atmosphere
Next week, Mr. Parkhill will talk
the inauguration of South Vietnam's
M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford.
there is no one of Kissinger's dimenMarray Ledger & Times
of conciliation at the United Nations.
Thieu.
Nguyen
Van
president-elect
And even when Carter depends on
about General Nathan Bedford Forrest
sions on the scene.
Mondale
has
not
been
used
as
much
Publisher
Walter I.. APperson
Five years ago: President Richard and his role in the Civil War.
advisers for guidance, he is identified in
Most pundits had prediced that by
Editor
.
,
as Carter indicated, and Warnke has
. R. GeneMcCutcheon
Nixon declared that there would be no
the public mind, here and abroad, with
The Murray ledger 8, Times is published
now one of the several advisers Carter
quietly performed negotiating duties
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christamnesty for American draft dodgers
what the United States does. The policy
signed on would have clawed his way to
mas Day. New Year's Day sind Thankagiving by
without setting policy, as some
Bible
Thought
War.
Vietnam
the
after
is his; it bears his mark. He gets the
Murray Newspapers. Inc., 103" N. 4th St.,
the top.
conservatives
felt
he
might
be
doing.
Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
One year ago: Black nationalist
credit and the blame.
It hasn't worked out that way.
Murray, Ky 42871.
None
has
attained
the
influence
—
or
leaders e-iii-idemned the white
This was true of Dwight :D.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Zbigniew Brzezinski, who reminded
glamor —of Kissinger.
carnersi. 92.50 per month, payable in advance.
government of Rhodesia during the
Eisenhower, although John Foster
some of Kissinger because of his
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, HarIt's
a
foreign
policy
team
with
Carter
second' day of a conference in Geneva
Dulles mapped many of his moves, and
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and
The high priest asked him,
academic and European background,
at quarterback and without a
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $17.50 per
on the Rhodesian dispute.
it
was true of Nixon and Ford in
and said unto him-, Art thou the
has not parlayed the job of national
year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
breakaway
runner.
Today's birthdays: Cartoonist Bill
Kissinger's era.
year.
security assistant to the power
Christ,
Blessed?
the
son
of
the
Member of Asaonated Press. Kentucky Press
majorMauldin is 56 years old. Former
The question hardly arise under Sohn
Kissinger attained.
Association
and Southern Newipaper Publishers
Truth
'
t
It
The
•
Isn
league baseball manager Bill Rigney is Mark 14:61.
F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson.
AsSociation.
Brzezinski helped formulate the
The
Associated
Press is excrusively entitled to
And when he said, "I am!" They left no doubt•who was in charge — early, tough Policy-Carter followed with
58.
republish local news originated by The Murray
Thought for today: True friendship is they thought,they had reason to
although it's not entirely clear how
I
edger
Si Times as well as all other AP news.
the Russians. And he ids an early
A man who has traveled a lot, played
•
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
like'iound health. The value of • it is crucify II-1M. Who do you say
much-the Central Intelligence Agency
proponent of the Palestinian
lot,-leved
Business Office
wiot
-and,
a
of
easireel
learned
•
753-1910
seldom known _until it: is lost — C.C..
was running a foreign policy all itsewn.
Classif
led
•
Advertising
"homeland::the President endorsed.
75.1-1116
that
He
is
a lot is most likely to marry a woman
by
your
life
and
acRetail
4
Display
)
4TM-writer,
Advertising
•
753-1919
elevOneri
. English
- Colton;
Perionally,,Cirttrjsnela!'OgatallS But%Sit
_
fletevewre. TFIrotT41:77Wiltrds.esre.t l'awr9
; TyiT"
tions .
12232.rlitrut7 444wrandipiortaappl....a .
about 1780-1851.
as Johnson,but,neither is he as subdued
-.0611-4Ni
s pervasive as Kissinger's was...
fellOws like him.
It% It.-)..1a;id h.‘,111, and
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fisher-Price Toys To,
Plant In England

EAST AITRORA, N.Y.- outside the U.S.. Secand
Fisher-Price Toys an- only to Canada in terms of
'sowed today Oct. 19, foreign sales, Fisher-Price
1977) plans to operate a Toys Ltd. has grown
full-scale manufacturing steadily to where it is the
and distribution complex to company's leading market
-Peterlee, England, and- In'- the . E.E:C. The
thereby agile Its overall Europena business of
capability in one of the Fisher-Price is coordinated
company's largest foreign from headquarters in markets.
Brussels.
Located in the northeast Manager of the Peterlee
portion- of England near- facility is Frank C.
Newcastle-UPon-Tyne, the Yaverski, most recently
complex consists of two manager of the Holland,
existing buildings totaling New York, plant of Fisher57,000 sq. ft. Company Price. A graduate of the
officials said early ex- State University of New
pansion of both facilities is York at Buffalo, Yaverski
Jamie Washer, Woodmen of the World field representative,
has managed several
presented
a Rag to Carter Elementary School recently. Shown acanticiPek
'
id' 'investment Fisher-Price facilities. He
Tbe initial
centing the flag for the school are cub-scouts RkbrdJoneJaW.
*Chile of the buildings, and his family will residein
son, Richard Nelson, Brent Paddy, Kenny Hainsworth, Jared White,
-Inachinery,--equipment, as the - Peterlee
area.
Renard
Cavitt, David Edwalds, Ronnie I(ing,'trice Seargeant. Harry
development,
well
Yaverski
as
site
will
is
report
to
BANK ROBBERY?- No, but early customers of the Bank of Murray one morning may
have been- -4Iafin excess of $2 million.*
Raymond Horsley, director
Coles,•and4ess Sumble-rville,
. •
tied if they saw this,group of ghouls. The spooks were actually bank employees-who had gotten
into the
complex
of
operations
The
will
for
Fisherbe
Halloween spirit.
occupied before the end of Price-Europe. •
1977, the company said,
ant production of toys for
children from birth to ten
willbiegin.arly in 197B. The
-Sniall 'Business Services provided by
Gregory Allen Sparks is
Administratio
n's business SBA in addition to business
FRANKFORT, KEN- subject to the higher cost. new
the
new manager of Radio
York
City
loans and counseling loans include management
TUCKY-In a move to Although,the average in- organization
Shack
in Murray's Olympic
that
counseling
and training
services have .helped
block an I8.913ercent crease for all' industries represents the insurance
'programs to upgrade Plaza.
thousands
of
small
firms
average increase that was 18.9 percent, totaling industry. They filed for an
Sparks comes to Murray
originate, expand, and
Kentucky businesses would $22,000,000, the average increase that averaged 30
Persons
nIa n a g me
interested
ilt ski in from Henderson where he
prosper.
Prospective
new
have to pay for workmen's change
in
the patent, claiming it was
a
business owners, as well as establishing
new worked as assistant
Allstate
Insurance
compensation coverage, "Manufacturing Group" -needed to offset the inbusiness,as well as owners manager since the store's
persons
Companies
have
in
already
invested
the Kentucky Chamber of went up 25.4 percent; for dustry's annual losses to
more than $87,947,000 in
business, will have the of existing businesses, are opening in December, 1976.
Commerce has filed an the
"Construction Kentucky.
Sparks' Tcomes from
bonds
opportunity
throughout
to find out welcome to consult with the
Kenappeal with the Kentucky Industry" it jumped an
The Kentucky Chamber tucky. am $2,895,000
Sparksville,
a small town
SBA
representa
about
tive
assistanct
available
in
Insurance
Regulatory average 27 percent; and for in testimony presented
regarding financial in southern Adair County.
from
Calloway
SBA
on
the
first
County,
acBoard, the group that put all others, up 13 percent. August 15 at a hearing on
or
cording to
Tuesday of each month in assistance
other He graduated from Adair
Regional
the 'increase ihto effect Some increases were as the.. increase said the
management
Paducah.
problems County High School. He
Associate Vice President
October 14,.1977. "
higJi ieV.Inereent.
attended the University of
Natiezial Council's rate -Theodore J. Ropley.
•
A
representativ
from
e
relating
to the oPeration of
Under' the
The request for the' in- making system wis OutBoard
Kentucky
for' three years
a
-small
business.
the Service' Corps of
decision, m,ost Eirrns.(ping crease wat asked for by the dated and unnecessarily
Bond purchases have
Current financial recOrris studying telecOmRetired
Executives
GREGORY ALUM SPARKS
business in Kentucky, National -Council.on Work- complex and that adequate helped build schools, public
of the business a•ild
munIcations. While in
(SCORE) Will be at this
except coal mining, are men's Compensation, a time was not available to -health
and
airport
Lexington
he
started
agency's part-time office sonal financial statements
then WHXC in Henderson.
facilities.
properly challenge it.
at City Hall, Com- will assist the SBA working for the Radio "Then I came back to the
FRANK
Shack
G.
there
YA1/ERSK1
as
"Creating- new jobs for
a
part
time
Other
e in advising_
Allstate - 'Inmissioner's c"W
Chambers representativ
relative __safety of the
(sa
orker.
Kentucktans vstllisitm-irrf- vestments -have- helped
onA--31,,n
Aftering UK,Syai k, Shack:' Sparks
mensely difficult problem make possible expanded schedule is conditional Thursday, November 3, Additional information
transferred to Bowling
if this 18.9 percent increase water and sewer systems
-the-remtpt- o Is/ i,-A--rotrirt10 a.m. Hir-mY-be-obtaitted:-*--etillint------Green,
where he met his
for wcirkifferi's com- as well as -pollution control Selective Assistance grants 1A8 noon.
(54) 442-7561t
wife"
. the
—torrner Linda
pensation is not reversed", financing.
from the U.K. Dept. of
,
Diane Rigsby.
Philip A. Thompson,
•
Industry.
"It.is Alidate policy_ to '-iipprosimately
For most of 1976, Sparks
Preskient of the State
60-peopie ,
street as--saka-tuanagar
Chamber said. "It raises support the growth and will be employed during
for WGGC in Glasgow, and
the cost back into the crisis development of areas in the first year of production.
stage wIfert it wit'last which- we -do business. by.lEmpleyrwenf4-exlsectM
year before the Special investing in local com- grow-to400afterfive- years.
sPvsion of the legislature munities in which our ofThe purchase of the
Begley,
Robert J.
If your home or business.- burned down
nullified the effect of the fices are,located. Like all complex, Part of the N.W.
tomorrow„ would your insurance coverage
Apache Court decision.. citizens, we will share in Industrial Estate, was President of' Begley Drug
pay for rebuilding?
Over the past 13 months the continued growth. and arranged by the Peterlee- Compan y, - R it11/11-0-fIll,
Or, suppose someone it injured on your
cost M Kentucky for work- prosperity."
Development Corp., which Kentucky, was eleCted 2nd
Vice President-of the Board
men's compensation has
property or by your car. Could your liability
Allstate's investments has also provided Fisherincreased $44 million, this are spread over 56 counties Price with financial in- of Affiliated Drug Stores
coverage handle it if the injured person sued
latest increase almost in Kentucky. They are: ducements to begin its Corporation at the annual
you for, say, '300,000 and won?
wiped out everything that Allen, Anderson, Ballard, operations. The company stockholders meeting of the
To help hold down your insurance rates, are
buainess
gained during the Barren, Boone, Bourbon, said the expansion phase of organization held recently
you willing to self insure your smaller losses
at the Waldorf Astoria
Special
Session."
Boyd, Calloway, Campbell, its new operation will begin
by taking higher deductibles?
Hotel, New York.
If
appeal
the
by
the
Within
two
years- at an
Carroll, Carter, Christian,
You can't do much about inflation But you
Last year .Mr. Begley
Chamber is acted upon Daviess, FAtill, Fayette, investment
of
ap- .was elected -asSecretary
don't hove fis- tett- it undermine yaur loss
of
favorably by the Kentucky Fleming, Franklin,
proximately
$900,000.
Fulton,
protection Call us today for a thorough
the Board of the CorInsurance
Regulatory Graves,
Grayson, Fisher-Price has had poration. Preyjousir he
evaluatiCin of your home crar and business inWind-Storms....Hurricaned
Board-the next step ac- Greenup, Hardin,
Harlan, a sales-marketing had sermona- a member of
surance
cording to state law would Haft, Henry,
It's
Wise to Play It Safe
Hopkins, organization in the United
Board of Directors-.
be for the Board to set a Jefferson,
Kingdom
sin
Jessamine,
Affiliated - Drug Stores
date within 30 days to "re- Johnson,
When bad weather -rages it
er the name Corporation
Kenton, Knox, oper
is a central
hear" evidence.
isher-Price Toys Ltd.,
Laurel, Letcher, L
plays havoc with farms. Who
buying and merchandising
Madison, .1‘a
, ar- a subsidiary of The Quaker organization -for 70 drug
-ean
lett when a storm might
shallr-lifCCracken, Mc- Oats Company Ltd. The chains, operating
more
occur,
but you can be properROBERT
J.
BEGLEY
U.K.
market
has been than
Creary, Mercer,
1800 stores throughout
ly insured if it does. Cow to
ibis-Nei- ,) Muhlenberg, Owen, served primarily by ex- the United States. It is
Kentucky -Chamber of
Pendleton, Pike, Powell, ports from the U.S.And by owned-Ey, its
\ for And About
us for full. farm insurance
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
.member Commerce and is a council
manufacturing agreement
Pulaski,
Rockcastle,
\
chains", Begley Drug member of the Blue Grass
Murray Area
Phone 153-475_1
Rowan, Russell, Simpson, with the Mettoy Company,
Company being one of the ,Regional Health Planning
Call 753-4451
Businesses.
Taylor, Trigg, Warren, which produces a portion of owners
and founders of Council, Inc. He is a
Washington, Wayne, and the line'from a facility in Affiliated.
Over a period of Deacon at the First
Skewen, Wales.
--VZ- ;<;
- ----,4 Whitley.
years, Begley executives Christian Church, RichAccording to Harvey W.
have served as officers of mond.
Busch, vice-president of
Affiliated and on various
Mr. Begley, his wife, the
planning for Fisher-Price,
committees':
former Susan Scrivner,
Billy Thurman - Van Haverstock
the manufacturing
Mr. Begley has been with and their three children
agreement with Mettoy
Begley 'Drug Company reside in Richmond.
will be maintained. Busch
When
since 1961 and was elected
investigated,
also said that the new Vice
about 20 per cent of
President of drug_
Peterlee operation will not
stock
certificates,
operations in June 1968. He
affect personnel levels in
thought to be worthless,
became President in
the U.S„ where Fisher- September
are found to have some
1974.
Price employs nearly 4,500
value. Checicon all old
Begley
Mr.
is the Kenin four facilities.
stock certificates before
tucky legislative coorKnown as a high-quality
destroying or discarWe at the
dinator for the National
by Bill Boyd
ding them.
manufacturer of toys for
Association
Chain.
0611g
of
young children, FisherAsk us about your "worthless" stock cerStores; is a member of the
Price has. expanded intificates. We'll help you determine if they have
National Association of
ternational
value.
any
markets
Chain
Drug Stores Small
significantly since the
Chain Committee; is Vice
PEOPLES BANK
early•70's; and nearly onePresident and council
f_,
Member FI)I('
third of the company's member
MURSIAY /KY
of the Blue Grass
annual Council
$200-million-plus
Boys Scouts of
sales volume is generated
America; is a member of
the Economic Council

Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Opposes Compensation Increase

T

SBA Assistance Available

Allstate
Makes Local
Investments

Gregory Allen Sparks Is
Now Radio Shack Manager

N

Has heavy jnfiatiOn
1made your home, car
or business insurance
coverage too light?

Begley,Elected bid VP/o1
- Board or Drug Corporation

It Can Happen!

The Murray
Insurance Agency

L

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency

SANK NOTES

-Bank of Murray
offer our

)
In Touch With
Your Doctor!
We follow" doctor's orders . . . to
the lettet 7 . . to see that your
prescription is accurate . . . safe!
We're concerned with your good
health. Get. to know us better!

Quitk.Delivery r

Thetiinic Pharmacy

Congratulations
to

PRINTING

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

Winchester Services

CREATIVE
PHOTGRAPHY

"The,Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing"

by

102 North 4th Street

—

Murray,

104 N. 5t1i - 753 8302 ,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
-a

Office•Studio

Ky. 42011

Ted Wilson
753-7360

753-397

3014 MAIN

Gregory Sparks
Frank G. Yaverski
Nelson Shroat
Gregory Allen Sparks
Robert J. Begley
41111•1111M11111111&,
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Have More Total Yards Than Tilghman

Tigers Play Well
But Lose 254 Game

you've done something to be
played a very good game. And one play later and the Tigers
• By MIKE BRANDON
proud about. We moved the
own
),..15.
their
over
on
took
in
_Ledger & Times Sports Editor
the final statistics, the
well. irotball
first
'big
the
What 'happens when a * niers even had theedge in Then came
opened sorne good holes and
mistake.
football team has a. player total yards.
we had some good pass
Murray fumbled and Joe
rush for 411 -yards- and- two . Besides the fine games by
protection: It was just a
quarterbacks combine to the quarterbacks and of Brandel recovered for Tilghmatter of a few breaks.
connect on nine'of 15 passes course Johnson, the Tigers man on the Murray 14. On the
t-fleaides Cvrettisc-we-had a
for 98 yards? In high school also had some other fiat ef- - next-Oar, Abraham plowed 14
yards down the right sideline few more injury problems.
ball, the team usually wins. forts.
- Such was not -the ease- - "I thought Craig Johnson for the ..TD and after the. Whitmer stepped off the
Friday !tight at McWright (outside linebacker) had a conversion failed, Tilghman sidewalk after practice
Field as Paducal? Tilghman super defensive game. He was led 18-6 with 4:01 left in the Tuesday and twisted an ankle
and Mark Barber, our other
took a 25-6- win over Murray all over the field. Also, I felt third period.
Garland, in perhaps his best center, twisted his ankle in a
Keith Cartwright had an
High.
- Claude Johnson of the outstanding game at defensive effort of the season, had one volleyball game," Hina ad.
Tigers,.filling in for injured end. Tilghman never could pass-plaited off and that came' ded.
The loss for :Murray High
tailback.Grettis Bumphis who run around him. There. were with 7:11 left inibe_same..sad_
was unable to play because of others that stood out but those ended a brilliant Tiger drive ends a three-game winning
BYE BY! CLAUDE - This is the only Tiger TD of the game. Claude Johnson of the Tigers gets reedy to head toward right tackle
at-the Tilghman- 22. Garland streak:and drops the season an ankle iiijilry,.ritthed for Ili two certainly made a 'big_
'id go SO yards for a touchdown. Johnson finished with 111 yards in the contest.
the record to 5-4. Tilgtunan endsa
yards; the best effort of the impression," Tiger coach pissed for 36 yards
four-game -losing skid, their •
1
-geaion for the Tigers and Johnilins said as he walked series-'
to longest sthee -1959, and imrailed
-Tilghman
Johnson's career high.
off the sidelines.
proves their mark to 4-5.
- Senior quarterback Greg
While Claude ,Johnson was capitalize on the error but did
It was the first time the two
Garland was on target for having a field night on offense, capitalize the next time the
seven for 13 pass attempts and big Richard Abraham of Tigers got the ball. Murray clubs have met since 1973 but
By MIKE CLARK
The other previous, un- tonight.
scoring . rune. from „Tom picked up 78 yards while Tilghman didn't do too badly _ fumbled with 4:45 left in the 4 is expected the two teams
Tbrnadg;
contiatie their renewed
fieated,DiVen COUnty
-State AAA': No
Venable
in - beating sophomore Rich Rollins hit On either. The 6-3, 235-pound game 'Ind
Tiger
41.
Six
the
rivalry.
on
recovered
Frankfort.
Pr
.F
t,
lId,bIu
e Ky.
contest
to
mL
-A
S
inaV:e
26-8
.
W
y rpair( te
a
downed
fullbaclewho
is
also
a
starter
AP)
r 0f
Franklin-Simpson
Prestonsburg 28-0, and Nu. 5 two of two for 22 yards.
Tilghman will not get any
Five Kentucky high school
Tw-o teams were hard Warren Central 28-14, No. 3 Middlesboro dispatched
Tornado plays later, Abraham scored
- Punter Thomas Kendall on the Blue
added
the
.next week__ The.Blue .
Kelly-Cromwell
breaks
and
football teams remained pressed to retain their un- Russell nailed Portsmouth, Pineville 20-0.
rushed
forbasketball
team,had oneofhis best nights ever,
Tornado is almost certainly
beaten status. No.. 2 Southern Ohio, 194, and No. 4 Mon-State A: Joe Ruddell booting the ball six times for 108 yards and scored three PAT for a 25-6 lead._
"4 was a very hard and - doomed to finish with a losing„- -previously unbeaten clubs of Jefferson County AAAA, tgomery County pounded scored' one touchdown and an average of almost 37 yards touchdowns.
tasted defeat for the first time. now 10-0, slipped by No. 4 Scott County 26-12 as Charles passed for another as No. 4 -per punt.
Two of Abraham's touch- physical. game," Hina said. record as they ._must--- host
"Throw in the few 'ifs and
Mayfiejsl.,---whieh literally
DeSales 21-20 while top- Jouett rushed for 269 yards Nicholas County blanked ,So what happened?
after weekend upsets.
downs came as a. result of
titans' and we'd been right in_..-annIfilliated Caldwell County
Tompkinsville, ranked thicd ranked Bardstown of State AA and three touchdowns.
Maysville 29-0 while John
The Tigers had the Tiger turnovers.
. -Friday night_
in State A,. dropped-its first- ...neededGreg Hickmao's three- - --State AA.: No. 3 Mayfield Sutkama seored- three touch- misfortune
of
making . But though Abraham did get. the game untilthe goick
Murray High is now 5-4 and
game in hine starts when a yard touchdown run in the whipped Caldwell County 39-0, doWns'to push No. 5 Bellevue mistakes at the wrong times. 108 yards, he certainly- didn't said._......--- --missed extra point spelled the third period to slip by East NO. 4 Somerset got a pair of' past Ludlow 34-6.
Other than that, Murray High have an easy time. Several----Fir the first half, the game 'can have a winning season by
was not very exciting. Tilgh- taking a win next Friday in the
difference, in a 21-20 loss to Hardin7-0.
times he nearly.lost lira -head
P.
The other unbeatens had
Campbellsville.
Parhapi- the most tm- man took the opening kickoff, 7:30 p. m. home finale with
plays, Todd Central.
little trouble remaining that
ressive play of the game
. . marched 65 yards in 14
.was
g
ate up 6:49 on the clock and
one Abraham was diractiy
way, _Top-ranked Louisville
Bishop David, 10.0, mowed'
involved in and the imeressive capped:-the driVe when
down Louisville Valley 28-14,
part was that Abraham was sophomore tailback Lawrence
No. 1 Harrodsburg of State A,
able to get up and-Walk oft-the -Lee scored on--a seven-yard
.run for a 6-0 lead.
9-0, powered past Berea 30-8
Murray
Tilghman .
field.
Rushing
165
Twice in the half, Tilghman 121
and No. 2 Paintsville of State
It was a 12-6 game late in the
Passes Att.
7
15
mistakes.
drives
end
on
Elkhorn
ity-crushed
had
A,
11:0,
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (_AP 9-15-1
Passes Comp.
2-7-1
third period when Abraham
Yards
Passing
98
21
Tigers
'Former heauweight boxing_ 46-0
got the ball on the Tiger 42- Robert Whitmer of the
-219
_
_BS
fumble
Tilghman
-recovered-a
Tgam-es ihvolving
champion Joe Tows will
of
59
Penalties
25
yard Tine. 'From ont
Fumbles lost1
2 •
bW;-Th----med--40108.Rited teafT15,- -Hendersonnowhere came Craig Iola
.Lsoli. on the Murray 10 and Thomas 6-220
Pings
4-155
on
off
a
pass
picked
Kendall
38.8
t-stlfgeon for dhest pains ' County of State AAA4l, 9-1,
„36.7
It looked as if Johnson had
Punting Avg.
Individual Rushing-: Murray 121i —
the Tiger 35.
that have been bothering him collared South Vermillion,
been shot frog) a cannon and
Johnson 111. thbbard 11. Kendall I
Most of the excitement in Garland 4and Tharpe 4. Ilighrnan (165)
Ind.,51-6 and Danville of State
for a week.
when Abraham was hit, he
— Abraham 108, Harris -19, Lei 54,
.1,91.1i8.63,hospitlixedaLte: AAA,.--9-2, blanked Madison
luckily found himself only the game came within a two- Grubbs
21 and Wdlianta 1.
.Sunrise Medical center since Central 10-0 on Jerry
Receptions: Murray (9-981 — Gillism
eight yards behind the line of minute span in the third
Higginbotham 1-18. Johnson 1-0.
Went
Tilgtunan
period.
After
last Saturday, was to be flown McCarter's field goal and 111111111.0
scrimmage. The punishing
Ricttardaon 1-20, Kendall 1-14 and CarHouston today for special Chris Jones' one-yard run.
up 1241 on-a,-36--Yard nul bY.- Awright 14.-Itleinuan,42-211 Landsen,- • _tackle brought-a few coins and
Two other ranked teams OINPALw- _
Abraham,the Tigers got back 2-21.
treatment by Dr. Michael
abs from an otherwise quiet
.
—Fumble Recoveries: Murray_..i.11_.,..
-1TeBakey.
were beaten in Friday action.
in the game.
Whitrner 1. Tilghman (2) — Brandel
and small crowd.
Williams
1,
On a first and 10 from and
Louis had been scheduled to NO.3 Lexington Tates Creek of
That was just one of
Interceptions: Murray 11)Kendall
be flown to Houston Friday State AAAA used Tom Griggs'
Johnson's outstanding plays. exactly midfield, , Claude 1. plghrnan (1) — Shaw 1.
NOW TWIT scam
night, but hospital ,officials 27-yard fled goal to post a 13He had several more tackles Johnson went exactly the
TlIghtnan: 5:11 left in first. nuArter,
and
said the trip was delayed.-- 12 win over No. 2 Corbin of
the
ball
half,
taking
other
Lawrence Lee seven-yard run. PAT
for losses and probably gained
- because of the unavailability State AA, and Covington
going in between right tackle. fails. Tilghman leads 6-0.about 25 yards for Murray
Tilgtunan: 9;20 left in third quarter.
:t
a
'.
ste
'r
of an air ambulance.
Holmes edged No. 5 Fort
High in field position with his David Stephenson and tight Richard Abraham 36-yard run. Two't •
point
conversion falls. ISIghman leads
Officials said Louis' con- Thomas Highlands of State
end Frank Gilliam.
-defensive play.
12-0.
GO FRANK, GO - Big Frank Gilliam of the Tigers heads down the field after catching a pass.
dition improved Friday. After AAA 22-19.
to
came
close
Nobody
Murray: 7:42 left in third quarter,
After the eighty-yard loss by
Behind Gilliam is David Stephenson Gilliam caught four passes for 38 yards.
spending his best night since
In other games involving
catching Johnson on the 50- Claude Johnson 50-yard run. PAT tater.-Abraham,the Tornado punted
Tilghman leads 12-6.
admission; the former ranked teams:
yard scoring run.
Tilghman: 4:01 left in third quarter,
champion's condition was
"I thought Claude did as Abraham 14-yard run. Conversion fails.
-Jefferson County AAAA:
leads 184.
upgraded from -guarded" to In a pair of games tonight, No.
good a job as anyone could Tilghman
Tilghman: 1 -48 left in game, Abraham
''stablized," and he was -3 Louisville Trinity, 8-1;meets'
have done. When you get over two-yard plunge, Kelley Cromwell kieks reported to be resting corn- Louisville Waggener and No.5
100 yards against Tilghman, PAT. Tilghman leads 25-6
--fortably Friday
'
night:
Louisville-Doss, 7-2 meet's
SAN MATEO, Calif.(AP)Louis, thought by many Pleasure Ridge Park.
Horse players are notorious
boxing experts to.be the best
-State AAA-A: No. 2
hunch bettors, but they missed
heavyweight of all time, held Bowling Green" crushed
a
natural Friday in.the feature
the title longer than any other Hopkirtsville 42-0, and No. 5
race at Bay Meadows Race
man - 12 years. He also Lexington Lafayette nipped
1205 Chestnut Street
Track-near San Francisco.
defended- the ..crown more Owensboro Catholic 7-6. No. 4
Prince
Charles,
heir
to
the
often than any other cham- Greenup County, 7-1, meets
British throne, is visiting in
pion.
Huntington, W.Va., East
the San Francisco area and
For Your Drug, Prescription and
the winner of the Bay
Meadows feature Friday was
Sundry'Needi
"Rose fora Prince."
Open 12:00 Noon 6 P. M.
j
For a :$2 bet, "Rose for a
Prince" returned ;17.
)4===.1

'offettsiVe -line

Five State Teams Stay Unbeaten

Joe Louis To Be

The Yardstick

Treated By Surgeon

Horse Players
Miss A Natural

SCOTT DRUG

Will Be Open Every Sunday

ni

Coming Soon
1 .SECUR,ITY
FEITI
SAYINGS LOAN ASSOC.
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Johnson and Whitnell Ave.
TIGERS ON D - The Tigers close in on Tilghman quarterback Steve Harris. Tigers in the picture
include Alvin Parham (2.4)74 snarling Keith Cartwright (44),and Fronk Gilliam (82).
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: STILL APPEARS WHEN AND WHERE IT WANTS TO.
DON'T LET IT CATCH YOU OFF GUARD.
3

No'one knows why cancer happens. Or when.
Or where.-,Or who it will hit next. And not that it
will necessarily hit you, but why go unprepared?
Life and Casualty Insurance Company has a
Family Cancer Medical Expense Policy that you
can't afford not to look into.. Call your own Life
and Casualty agent arirf talk-Mngs- over". Ifcarrt
hurt to be prepared. But it can hurt not to be.

Chopped Stockade Steak!
We start with (E'iliJf:r.
chopped Sirloin
It s served sizzlin. hot
.with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast A
$228 value for only...

I La C. y

•

.„

`-e•

"*Ye'tel'

&CASUALTY
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OFTENNESSEE

69

A MEMOIR OF TM AM.FRICA4 GEMFRAI GROVI

INCLUDES

Agents

Free
Salad Bar and Drink

JOE B. ADAMS

Try a S' Cone

I 498-8127

OCICADE
THE•FAMIlY STEAKHOUSE
m set & Sun
m -10 pin WeArrtays •

Claude Johnson of the Tigers has his arms wrapped snood the bell while he
TOUGH,INSIDE
is lying on top of fullback Mike Hibbard (36). Other Tigers are Terry Smith (IS) sod David
Stephenson (75)._
(NW notes gawinPimidi)
• •

GENE MILLER
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Odlin, Brewer Cross In
First, Racers-Win. Two
There may be no other sport Brewer and Ocllin-, ma.naged to two teams been running head- expected to be fighting it out.
balance is more intr. solidly. nail down.third place. $o-,•heact, East Tennessee
GOing into the meet, /he
portant than in cross country.
At the finish line, Odlin and would have'won by only four. !lacers -Should be strong: CoB
un
illtrC
yornell
teamknew
kn.
that and so Brewer crossed with 'arms And, the Racers did not Rafferty missed yesterday'sdid- his Murray State cross locked;firsished-ftr24:42.met* -Set- their best-meet-because of a sore throat
ause
out because
wersil
anci
esBin
reth
arfida Wmusdearren
e meet, though _z
witliaralestu
onzturam_thep,:nsithird
uz formanc
As
OnArsoalhrzulaito,
Race_ rs keep
C
pull.
along.
copped—fourth place, as --Saturday in Bowling Green,
Murray State won a veterin Stan VahiiiiF came -thetweleams will again meet.
Murray is currently ranked
triangular meet Friday .af- Iiieight seconds behind This time, the championship
20th among Division One
ternoon at the MnrraY Charleston, who ran one of his of the OVC is up for grabs and - teiunswhite East Tennessee is
Country Cbd3 as the Haeers. better races of the season. 7,Murray and the Bum . are eighth in the,natIon.
had just 18 points assessed
Fifth place went to senior
against --thau3 while Southern BrianRutter Of Vie .11aiti--Illinois-Edwardiville was who ran a 25:26, a time which
second with 55 and.Southeast
a_bit sub-par for the All-OV-C
• Missouri, usually one Of the performer. .
top Division Two teams in the
Layne Law, a four-year
,
N.. ..„
country, trailed the field with veteran with SIU-E, came in
.N6
.. •
,
•
--.643A.r...
. Rip
-.. V. .
....
60 points.
sixth in 25:36 then the Racers
..4 .,• .•,-1'•7
,.
!
4 '.•.
--. At .‘_
•
'.-:.
1.1.-•
"We4vere running without wrapped up the meet as Pat
4
'..
---•'
t•
•
•710-4:
:-..:4-.-• ‘..- % s. ---ir _ . . • .,- ...,1 .....I:,
Dave Warren and Dave- Chimes, the fifth Murray
....,..4.'-_.1-.... -• -,,,,Z. - • .- "*".- d - - i
--(4- '4
••
Rafferty szid they are-nsualty runner, crossed in .25744 • for
LOOKING
-aCK TO SEE - Martyr, Brew
anywherefrom fourtliasiith seventh- place.
-er-looks bei-Cli;;er his shoulders to see kliw-besidebig at tile twasee paid. Behind
s.
Brewer wereletry 01111n(eyes shut) and Brion Rutter then come Pat MOOS ea
foT ut,'"-C,ortiell-sisid.•
isitoste*C--Jo- linsted.of - Murray
"So we -knew the 060Ple furilherl-s---strang-eietif7in
behind our top three or -four • 25:52.
runners would haveto Wk. up
The riisi or thitj if Went
the slack for us," Cornell like this: Bud McMillen of
--added.
SEMO 'ninth in 25:59 -Mike
They did just that.
Bridwell of SEMO 10th in
The Racers picked up the 26:03;DeWayrie Allen of W.
—7 ski* sa Wtli that-t'eugh the • 11[1:40:_24; Ron_Harmen offirst two miles, Murray had SE 0 12th in 2622; • Mike
the top six runners.
Vowell of the Racers 13th in
our ears," the happy Mitchell _young's 69
After
the
half-way
point
in
26
,iew; Gary Williams of
.
ony
•
73T
Wilson
, Bardwell,
tint-filet; a exclaimed as he was putting
Third place in the flight was and David Stetson,Frankfort, the five-mile race, which was SEMO 14th in 26:33 and Steve
r-son team from the host away his clubs. "First
I would won,by two lathe from the and Don Chamberlain, Paris, witnessed by a large crowd of- Beasley of SEMO 15th in 26:36.
Oaks Country Club fired a six- sink one and then
Greg would host dub, Carolyn -Caldwell Tenn., and Chuck Hulick, fans, Racer freshman Jerry • - Overall, the Racers have
Under-par 66
lead Murray sink one, either for birdies or
and Mary Bain. They had a Murray; tied for second with Odlin and senior Martyn finished ahead of 50 teams and
State
University's the pars."
d
71
s. • n and Stetson were Brewer moved out to the front lost to only one, including
Homecoming
best-ball,
In the tounsament....theazo.._ Charles- _Caldwell and his dedared_rbewhiners %limn the .-_ of.tne pack and began opening-.invitational - meets The--ona
player teams would each son, Jerry, also of the Oaks, score
up as much as 60-70 yards of a team the Racers have lost to is
cards were matched.
Friday.
shoot, select the best shot and finished two-strokes beldnd
Bob ',musters and Terry gap between the front and East Tennessee.
_Mitchell Story and his son, both shoot
third place..-again from that the Storys in the first flight Turner,
The Burs • accumulated 64
THE END - Senior Martyn Brewer (left) and freshman Jerry
both of Murray, won
Greg, posted 34 on the front point. The teams
Racer freshman Richard points in winning the Indiana
were flighted with a 68. The handicaps in . the
Odlin link hands and cross the finish line together as the
third flight (handicaps-41
nine and a 32 on the back for by aggregate of
Charleston moved into third Invitational while Murrah had
their in- this.flight were 21 through 30. -through 505 with
Racers won a triangular meet at the Murray Country Club
77
one
the day's medalist honors on dividual handipaps.
Bill and Mary Botardifrtaiwilijxnnt_of_St.eve,.ancl:-. and „though he wasn't- in st 85. There were 22 teams enFriday est
..poEueri
the
6,305-yard,
72-par Oaks •'RatViMinlit
0.Witli-ared in the revent'and'had
d'grIarelOrt/WWW-Itriliftierlrii
by Mae OnwS•11) '
(Staff
Denise Seltzer Paducah. Jeff
layout.
both of Murray were winners Billy Dan Crouse, tied for _
_PEANUTS •
Taylot
and
Tim
Redfern
were
.They carded six birdies and in the championship fl
tr
.
ight thittrwith-Tic---- -third with 82.
12 pars for their par- (handicaps
kERE5 THE WISE OLD
10 through 20).
The second flight (hanThree
teams
were
shattering round, one-putting They posted a 68, four
OWL
POKING NIS HEAD
under dicaps 31 through 40) winners ioracketed in the fourth
., 13 greens. "We putted out of par and
flight .
OUT
OF THE'MEEone stroke in front of were Bill and Polly Seale, (handicaps 51
and up) and
N- Homer Branch and Burton . Murray,.
svith_a_oneAlver-Par—eseh-carriecitomearr-award.
int-You Serious?le-ytnr
, Dr. Frank Julian and Mike
----irS-- realty want to buy a bodr
Brun, Murray,ivorffirst place
where

id
ss
a

Father-Son Team Posts-LoWest
olf Tournament
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165
7
-7-1
21
106
25
1
-155
38-0
I 3
165
54.

HOUSEBOAT?
PONTOON
BOAT?
--DECK WATT--

Lam

:larhen'

you are, id's get
together.

el 1
dall

Don McClure
Grayson McClure

ler
'AT

Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.

-ter.
7wo?ads

Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 mies. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign,turn right then
left and you have arrived.
Tele. 436-5483.

-ter,

am

-ter.
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Alamo Tenn ftFulton Co0
_Allen•Co 15 Grayson Co 6
- Ashland 37 Eiarboursville WVa 0
Ballard Memorial 46 Crittenden Co6 .
- Bardstown 7E Hardin0
Beechwood 31 CincirinattCountry;paylat
Boone Co 14 Dixie Heights 7
--BourtionColt-Clark Co620T-- - •
-13owling Green 12 Hopkinsville 0
Boyle Co 24 Garrard Co 6

.

-

Monday

The Calloway Junior varlidi
football team will close its
season Monday.
The /Akers will be playing
Camden, Tn.
The contest will be played at
6 -1):•:,m. - in- - Roy- Stewtirt
Stadium.

•40•4t4•••••••••••414110

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc,

Win-soon
Open Their Doors
at Johnson & Whitnell Ave.
:•••••••••••••••060

7

now

Laker Jayvees To
.
_ .
Pl Here
ay
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SERVING SO
liNageinPrlirgetLi iessig--- —In -the- bui 'c-urone-contest; MUCH FISH
Huntington •Va 21 Boyd Co0
Mitchell Story's 4-foot-3-inch LATSLY,
Jenkins67 Midlirts6
shot from the pin on the 140- COOKIE
Jessamine(7o8 Lincoln Co7
Johnson Central 44 Fairview 22
yard 10th hole was the closest
Laurel Co 43 Knox Central 8
of the day. The long drive
Lawrence Co 28W Carter 19
Leslie Co 45 Virgie 0
award, given to the alumnus
Lax Henry Clay 21 Lou Stuart 8
or alumnae traveling the
Lax Lafayette 7 Owensboro Cats 6
Lea Tates Creek 13 Corbin 12
.greatest distance to par-_
Lone Oak 21-Union Co 200T tiripate in the tournament
Lou Atherton 26 Jeffersontown 14
Lou Ballard 42 Lou Thos Jefferson 6
went to Red Metcalf, a former
Lou Bishop David 28 Lou Valley 14
Murray State basketball
Lou Durrett 15 Lou Eastern 6
Lou Fairdale 27 Loy,Male 0
-standout and who came from
Lou Fern Creek 14 1..bu Iroquois 6
i
his home in California to take THE
Lou Manual•Lou St Xavier 27 OT '
PHANTOM
Lou Shawnee 24 Lou Butler 20

Lou Southern 21 Lou DeSales 20
Lou Western 12 Lea Bryan Station 7
Lou Westport 9 Lou Seneca 6
Lynch 13 Clay Co 12

Wrestling

_
GIRLS-GIRLS-GIRLS-GIRLS
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•
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Thursday Night, Nov.3,1977
Western Kentucky Esposition
Murray at 8:00 PM.
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Main Event
See Four of the Nations
Top TV Stals in Action

Aintree Brown &
Pistol Poi Whatley
vs.
Angelo $
Leaping'Laany Poffo
s.

Girls Match

part
in
year's
this
Homecoming activities.
Ninety-four players, the
largest field in the seven-year
history of the tournament,
participated in the event:
Their scores and flights were:

Miss Beverly Shade
vs.
Miss Traci),Richards

Cowboy Fronido Lane
vs.
Frank Stanley
Siss Severty_Skede

READ
SO1Y1ETHiN6
ABOUT FISH
BEING BRAN
FOOD

DIANA-WE'VE
BEEN TOO 131.15Y
TO KISS,. MIND

Championship Flight
Raz Villanova-Al Jones •
34-34-43
Homer Branch-Burton Voting • 34-35-61
Carolyn Caldwell-Mary Bain .. 36-35- 71
Jerry Hopkins-BobbjEike .... 35-37 - 72
Sohn W er-Red-Mf gal!
17
14mn Giatter-RogeriVatson . 38-35-73
Tiger Barkett-Don Davis36-37-73
riMi.Ciees-GeneLandolt
first Right
Mitchell & Greg Story
34-32-66
Charles & Jerry Caldwell
34-34 -44- NANDI!
34-37--TI _
Mary & Bill Bogard
NO! I DON'T
Max Walker &
Billy Dan Drowse
36-3S-- 71
BELIEVE
IT!!
George Oakley-Jerry Grogan 35.37-72
D. Noell-J. Ross
35-37 - 72
Bill Read-John Lovett
38-35-73
Tommy Walkersilill Laird
Bill,O'Brien-Clvde Atkins
36-37-71
Gene McCutcheon17.16 71
Bob Billington
David-Carr-Bill Ripley
37-37 - 74
Charles & Joan Kuntz
37-38-75
36-39-75
Jim Davis-Joe Brown
Macon & Mark BlankenStills
30-38-76
Ken Purcell-Sallitatarazzo. 36-40- 76
Herb & Buck Hurley
39-38-7
Ted Billington-M47. Garrott ..
76
Betty Lowry-Betty Shepard
3741-78
Gene Gordon-Woodrow Holland 43-39-82
%tend MOM
"
Bill& Polly Seale
36-37-71 •
Tony Wilson-David Stetson
39-36-75
AMER
Don Chamberlain-Chuck Hulic11384939-37-76
Rick Jones-Bud Long
Rodney Chatinan-RudellParks 39-38-77
Clyde Roberts-Ken Adams
39-39-78
EVEN
Jack Benton-thester Wildey 37-45-80
KI56
Saundra EdwardsElizabeth SI usmeyer
4041-81 BACK1crWaune Bennett-Auburn Wells. 43-40-81
Gene Bland-I.. Buller
43-44---87
Dorothy Fike-Diane Villanova • 44-47-91
MN MO
_Bob Lemasters-tyrry Turner .f8-39-77
Steve & Denise settzer
39-39-78
Jeff Taylor-Tim Redfern
. 43-41 -82
Gladys Bland-Winnie Butler 42143-85
—
Euldene RobinsonMargaret Shuffett
Four% Mat
- frank .191isin-Mike Be,,
Jennie Hopkins- Vicki Nance 4244-M
W Boyd-Thomas Mm-urn . 4&42-82

pow-

Two of the nations top
ranked lady- wrestlers

. Advance tickets can he purchased at the.E;position Center - •
t General Admission 3 00 - ringside 3.50

Vicki Nance, Murray, were

Butler Co 30•Hardin 6
-Aecond-,with. 86, and- W.- C.
Campbellsville 21 Tompkinsville 20
_ , Boyd. memons, and Thomas
Carroll Co 20 Trimble Co 12 _.Casey Co6 Adair Co0
Mecum, Hershey, Pa., were
Cove
44 Clinton Co 12 =vanes
"Mg
mmeirt•
";
LL H AVE- TO
. ''.. third svith 87.
Ca wood 28 Breathitt Co 12
.
OP.411\1 ALL.- THE
c.0.,-ingxon Wh 26 Dayton 7_ ,:,- -- --,..„..„,
-....-_1_----_ - iGigass. Stand; 41 -ThOpOUgh--..,
c5LD
N. '' -s- -71:1-1t. 1 • H.IWS OR
'
bred basketball player of note
19Cavingtm tTnes 22 Ft 11"6-ifignuums
THgV'UL_
FREEZE
,E
EN -4E r:_3 -_
_
Corn berland 21 Hazard6
--du-r-ing the - 1930s and
ANC) BURST
.--NT
S OUT OF
Dan vifle 10 Madison Central 0
living in Harrisburg, Ill., wan
TON,11(7'
1-4T
.E Carter 27 Bath Co 0
PR - Z , )
.., OR,DE R --Edmorr • -n Co 46 Metcalfe Co 6
the
special
participation
prize,
Flirabethtown 6 LaRue Co0
and Gene mcCutcheon..
editor.
_Erlanger Lloyd 28 Campbell Co 12
..
Estill Co 20 Williamsburg 14
. Of. The Murray Ledger di
Evansville Ind Reitz 48 Madisonville 8
Times, won the putting conFleming Co 14 Rowan Co 12
Frankfort 26 Owen Co 8
test.
Franklin-Simpson 23 Warren Central 14
Both McCutcheon and young
rtramobeu 39 Ft Knox 13
Green Co 31 Hart Co 6
Greg Story had sunk their oneHancock Co 27 Breclanndge Co 6
shot, 55-fodt putts in the
Harlan 14 Bell Co 7
Harrison Co 23 Conner 0
contest, a
tournament BEETLE BAILEY
HarrOdsburg 30 Berea 8
sidelight, and McCutcheon WHY ARE YOU
Heath 47 Reidland 0
THE GENERAL
i
Iiirderm2Co511 Vermillion Ind 6
won the ..putt_off.,,

VW)W!YWHEN A MAN'S
GET
ABOUT
MDU
MOVE
MARRIED HE'5
FA',TLL ALWAYS IN A
HURRY.

WHEN?

4
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HAWKS HAVE
SELECTWE DIETS
•Cy Butch Greer
In any program-of predator
_control, we mist take into
Consideration -the allies that
nature has given us. Hawks
are among our most useful
. birds. They are most important in rodent control.
_However, some people kill
hawks without realizing that
,
the laws in all but a few states
prOtect the hawk.
According to the National
Audobon Society, -The hawks
most commonly shot, such as
the redtaiLs, are the ones that
soar in wide circles in the sky
Land perch conspicuously in,the
open."
These are the useful hawks
which feed mostly on insects
and rodents. These are the
ones often called "living
mousetraps." the most
"harmful" hawks perch under
cover and are rarely shot.
The small creatures that
hawks eat breed very rapidly.
If rats, mice, rabbits, and
squirrels, and gophers are not
controlled by hawks or other
predators, they can seriously
iamage agriculture..'
A Minnesota 'farmer oh:
served a redtailed hawk
11 catching mice that had been
turned up when the farmer
disked his field. In one day,
the hawk caught 32 mice.
. Needless. to say, hawks are
protected on his property.
In a study conducted by the
Department.
--11:8.
Agriculture, the sto.rnkchs, of
5,185 hawks were examined.
In that study was included the
_ two most commdriy_ teen
hawks-in Calloway County,die

redtailed hawks revealed A 55 killing his game birds, rabbits
percent diet of rodents, 10.5 and squirrels. And then too the
percent .injects, 9.3 perceut farmer may point to the fact
squirrels and rabbits, 9.2 that the hawk is killing a
percent small birds, 6.3 percentage of Chickens. I sky_
percent poultry, 6.1 percent we, as hunters, must
frogs and snakes, 2.1 percent remember that the hawk is
gamebirds and 1.5 percent killing on a small percentage
aquatic animals. The sparrow of game and he is doing it to
hawk, on the other hand, survive. We should respect his
revealed the mainstay of his position in natures' cycle and
diet to be insects. Being a remember our privelege to
much smaller bird than the hunt is only for sport.
redtail, the sparrow hawk's • Farmers may be upset
prey is much smaller. His diet about losing a few chickens,
average 63.5 percent Insects, but his loss is small compared
20.3 percent rodents, 84 to the beneficial services the
percent small birds, and 7.8 hawk performs in rodent and
insect control.
percent-frogs and snakes.
Aside from the fact that a . It -is t4rne we all understand
hawk's main _diet is rodents how hawks are our allies and
and insects, a hunter may should not be considered
point to the fact that a hawk is merely as a harmful predator.

_

A deer hunt during"the October 21 gun hunt at Ballard
filinagement Area was a good day kor
Kenneth ihry, Rt. 3; Benton. Bury's deer was one of. 35
bucks taken that day. The buck had an 8 point rack and
•field-dressed at 485 poun• -leon
• Photo by GentiverCuict
-

YOU certain speciesmight want -to-'do- - a little
homework before the season
opens.
Before you go on that first
duck hunt be sure to check out
equipmentall yolk
especially the life jackets.
Have they started to rot? Are
the pintail duck. The D.U. the snaps or buckles missing?
people feel that the pintail Are the strings or straps torn
duck is second only to the off? Are they water-logged'
mallard in population, and Don't forget, even in an old
there may actually be more duck boat a life jacket is
pintails than
mallards required for each passenger.
because the pintail is so
Remember that water-proof
widely scattered around the container to put your matches
world.
- _ in-you never know when you
I heard that theri- were or someone else might need
several thousand ducks dry matches. Also on a foggy
compass
counted on the lakes during a morning
a
recent duck count using an sometimes comes in, handy
airplane. There were also a when crossing the lake. I'll bet
couple thousand geese spotted you don't forget that hot
on Barkley. This just might be thermos of coffee, so why
the year West Kentucky duck forget about your safety
hunters have been waiting for. equipment!
With goose season just about
I want to extend a special
two weeks away, most goose thanks to the Bank of Murray
pits and blinds should be for the use of their meeting
constructed by now. I know room at the University
several area hunters that Branch. It is a great place
already have their floaters in with beautiful facilities.
the water ready to hunt.
May all your hunting BE
If some of you duck hunters SAFE AND ENJOYABLE.
are a little rusty on identifying
•

eltusk:eall

-'Safety

By Charlie McK enney
Ducks Unlimited Sectetaik

BALLARD COUNTY WILDLIFE MA4AGEMENT AREA
BUCK - During the first day of a series of gun hunts far
deer at the Ballard County Wildlife Management Area, a
total of 38 deer were checked out, 35 of which were
bucks. Doyle Milby, Route 6, Murray,is shown here with
one of those bucks. Doyle's deer tipped the scales field
dressed at 178 pounds and sported a fine 8 point rack
with 215 and seven-eights inch beam spread Doyle
reported one monster buck beirEg taken the same day
that had an 11 point rack and field dressed 253 pounds.
Photo by Butch Greer

Five Points

If you haven't already
heard-the tickets to the
Ducks Unlimited Banquet are
being sold by members of the
local chapter. The Banquet
will be held Thursday night
Nov. 17 at the Calloway Co.
Country Club.
This year a Remington 1100
3" magnum will be given
away as a door prize. Some
lucky ticket holder will win the
1100 the /light of the banquet.
Items that will be auctioned
include wild life prints by
nationally known artists, D.U.
decantera, country hams,
motorcycles, and of course the
limited edition shotgun that
Ducks
made the
has
Unlimited Banquets famous. I
will have more information
concerning the auction items
in a later article.
Those that missed the D.U.
meeting last Thursday night-also missed a good film about

Five Points
Murray, Ky. 42011
153-9189

AMERNIN
Grand hi:Journey Scheduled
Tor Upcoming Week
The AMERICAN BASS Miami, Fla.-131; 18.. Sonny Fla.-85; 34. Larry Hill,
FISHERMAN Grand Prix will Lee, Knoxville, Tenn.126; Winston-Salem, N.C.-84; 35.
be held on Kentucky Lake, 19. Hugh Massey, Murray, Homer Stephens, Noblesville,
with Headquarters at Sport- Ky.-124; 20. Roland Martin, Ind.-83; 36. Herman Getsman's Lodge in Ben- Broken Arrow,Okla--109;21. tlefinger, Knoxville. Tenn,- 83:;-- 37., Ted Adarns;-1[1..
ton, Kentucky, on October 31 Ray Bivin, Louisville;
thru November 3. This 109; 22. Fred Garrett, Lauderdale, Fla.-80; 38. Ace
tournament is for the Top 50 McKenzue, Tenn.-109; 23. Forney, Lexington, Ky.-76;
point pros that fished the ABF Rick Garlough, Gainesville, 39. Freddie Lester, Hanahan,
qualifying tournament trail Mo.- 108; 24. Charles Storey, S.C.-75; 40. Dick Koert,
throughout 1977.
Murray, Ky. - 107; 25. Bill Naples, Fla.-75; 91. Tom
-L4becTrand Prix Pros will be -O'Connot;- ik Walton Beacte- Buckingham, Morristown,
Tenn.-74; 42. Chuck Funkey,
fishing in the all new Procraft Fla. - 104.
Mitchell, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.-74; 43.
Steve
Bass Boat built by Maiden26.
craft of Murfreesboro, Ten- Bloomington, Ind.-102; 27. Jim McKay, Brandon, Miss.nessee. The .boats come Don Carter, Greenville, 73; 44. Terry Fondaw, Ypequipped with two Lowrance Tenn.-99; 28. Larry Mc- silanti, Mich.-72; 45. Emmett
depth finders, Silvertrol eiaistion, Spring City,-Tenn-- Chiles, Joiner, Ark.=-6.6; 46.
trolling motors, 140 hor-_ 97;19. Jerry Mine,_Stauiloyi Tommy Chapman, Gastonia,
sepower Evinrude engines, N C 96--, 30 Ned Johnston, N.C.4-66; 47. Ray -Hardin,
Garcia • 1500 --01ygen= -Naples, Fla44; 31. Herman Elizabethton;--Tenn.--43; 411.
Jacksonville, Bill Taylor, Danville, Ky.--60;
Temperature Probe, Hy-Gain Stackhous,
Philbeck, 49. Wayne Gales, Lincolnton,
40-Channel CB. radios and N.C.-93; 32. Arnold,
Worth Anchormate II. There Kings Mountain, N.C.-88! 33. N.C.-58, and 50. Doug Gilley,
_
will be life vests :from the, Dick _Hale, Silver Springs, Winter Springs,
Medalist Co., anchors by
Bullet Weight and Double H
trailers and many other items.-Each.Grand.Prix rig is Wiled
at over 88600.
This • tournament is a
prestigious affair with ABF
picking up the tab for all
tournament anglers and the
observers.
Following is a list of Grand
Prix finalists for 1977.
GRAND PRIX
POINT FINALIST
1977
1. Guy Eaker, Cherryville.
N.C.-220; 2. Dave Gliebe,
Stockton, Calif.-203; 3. Al
Curtis, Cadiz, Ky.-181; 4.
Walt Sawicki, Medinah,
180; 5. Shorty Evans, Houston,
Mo.-169; 6. Corbin Dyer,
Lexington, Ky.-159; 7. Paul
Elias, Manton, Mich.-155; 8.
Gene. Cunagin, Fairfield,
Ohio.-153; 9. Bruce Cunagin,
Fairfield, Ohio.-145; 10. Fred
Martin, Lake Wales, Fla.138; 11. Ron Shearer,
Lexington, Ky.-138; 12.
Erwin Cole, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.-138; 13. Marty Butler,
An early Saturday morning hunt at Land Between The
Champaign, 111.-134; 14. Glenn Crawford, Clearwater,
Lakes in the Tennessee portion fared well for area
Fla.-134; 15. Dick Busby,
bowhunter, Phil Morris. Using a Bear Polar II compound
Disputanta, Va.-134; 16.
bow and Wasp heads, Phil downed this fine deer that
Hank Parker, Clover, S.C.dressed out at 105 pounds.
134; 17. Captain Frank Smith,

•N

AMOCO
'Your full service s:ation
at the Heart of
the Campus-

A HNE STRINGER - Mike Baker (left) and Gary Marquart, both members of the
Murray Bass Club, returned from a Kentucky Lake fishing trip last Wednesday with a
nice stringer of bass. The fishermen were using a "Humptv Dumpty" bassin' bait and
boated 17 bass totaling approximately 28 pounds of fish.

BUCKS BODY SHOP

* •

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

900 Sycamore

Specializing in servicing tires 8. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
75'.4-6779
408 N.4th-''' - In The Jackson Purchase

r---Cain's; AMC %kepi
Coldwater Rd
753-6448
1

753-5142

NI/

Carroll Tire Service
*144
See Us For
Uniroyal

Gumbo and Michelin Tires

1 •- '
I1 1.1 1\r" r"

Ho4111
me & Auto
the Are tor the
/•
Outdoor Sportsman
••
•

Murray

Servi(Bea-t
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery
%ewe/53491•Cittno

r1105.Pogue

: 753- 148gfi.

•
4

r'

•
•
•
•
0
•

dieealrellenif.
irrigate
1

..

Murray Bait Co.

11:
3Llit 111
111
%
1111 .
...1111"

appy Holiday Travel,Int
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
0081 McCLORE

753-5693

' Li'

I
I
IN

L11'

1 Min fort AI 94

GkASLth McCUIRE

Take 94 Eoso oil al Murray to, rr,,)es Turn ro9ht on 180
Follow 280 for 7 rn,les post Bonner s Grocery Take
PCInO•OM° and fallow blacktop to your r,g171
block fop

Telephone 502-436-5483

Home of the longggg dozen

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Qualityli Quantity Guarenteed
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Nazi Cana Sass Touts
Reitifin From Treasure
lake In Cuba
.
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Fishing tine
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Get that big book that
got away last season with...

On October 10th, 1977 the Meierdierck, Richard
first group of bass fishing Urbanowski of HouStori, Altourists returned from Fowler of Houston, Texas,
Russ Miller of Fort Walton
Treasure Lake in Cuba.
There were a totarof 36 bass Beach, Fla., Kenneth Kess,Of
&MN
fishermen that made this Birmingham,- Alabama,
_
initial, voyage to the famous Barry _Bradley of Houston,
A dismal deer hunting episode will be long.rememTreisure Lake.
Texas, _ Jack. Bryan .of
bered by the owner bf this burned camper rig which
The results: 3910 bass Houston, Texas, Eddie Heffwas completely destroyed during the-opening weekend -' _landed including a'12 IYounder ner of Dallas,Texas,Carl Van
of bow season at LBL The truck which was licensed in
caught by Jerry McKinnis of De Mortel of Houston, Texas,
the "Fishing Hole" TV show.., Larry Walker of Dallas,
Alaska, is believed to have belonged to a bovvhunter
of
Johnnie Davis of Houston,— Texas, Dan Snow
stationed at Ft. Campbell. The incident occurred near
Charlie
Texas,
Kingwood,
Texas
had
an
in
pound
bass.
the KY-TENN border October 9 after the owner and
Dutch Faulconer of Virtue, Alexander of Grand Rivers,
fellow bowhunters came out of the woods at midOklahoma, Hank Meierdierck Kentucky, Buddy La Blane of
mined and the loss is estimated at 514,000.00. Campers
of Las Vegas, Nevada and Baton Rouge, La:,'and !raid&
nessee for breakfast. The cause—of the fire was deterMcKinnis had bass between 10 Cartaya of Cubatur, Havana,
mined and the loss is estimated at 14,000.00. Campers
and
11 pounds. In total there Cuba, who was fishing only for
are reminded that disaster can strike at any time and to
were
17 people in thgrOlip_ hiasecond tune.
anyone.- Take all precautionar. measures to prevent
that landed bass over 71
/
2
Of the 3910 hilts caught
such a loss.
_
A STATE- RECORD? You can 'imagine- the sum se -hi
pounds.-- - -They - lrictutte - there were nearly 900 bass
Photo by Yoe Pat Wind:ester
McKim's, Davis. Faulconer, that exceeded 4 pounds. bass_fisherman Jack Vaughn,.420 S. 9th Street, Murray
Regarding the total catch of when he hung into this dude with a bass bait. Jack was
3910 bass only 27 bass were fishing out of Cypress Bay last weekend when he caught
kept and all others were tbe.22'-: pound smallmouth buffalo on rod and reel with
released back into the lake 12 pound test line. The fish measured ,32'i inches long
maintaining the Treasure and 23 inches around the girth. The records are presenLake 'policy_ of . only,keepi ;_ tip 4u-ink cheeked and the fish being rifled to indeed
Trophy
• see ff Jack's catch is a state record.
McKinnis, Urbanowski,
Photo by Butch Greer
Alexander, Key, L. J.
Stephens of Oceola, Arkansas,
Many fighernien "spotted Box 60144, Houston, Texas
and Glen McMillan of
Houston, all claimed they had monster bass swimming near 77205, Phone No. 1-800-231-2310
hooked a bass in the 15 pound their boats in shallow water 2 (Outside Texas toll free),
or better class.' None were to 5 feet deep.
Phone No. 1-713-443-6575 fin
By Jerry Manila
.
_landedbuts11 %Rid they hada_ Fox inforrnation_. __contact;_
Mexi-Cana Bass Tours. P. O. goOd look at them. -

1,
5.
e,

5;
n,
t,

BOW HUNTERS

The black bass are feeding week that the Sauger were
Fishing conditions are good
for Ky. and Barkley Lakes this good along the semi shallow coming into the shallows
week as the water elevation f rocky banks and points.
again so you may hang into
These„are.as that also have some while castE for Bass.
has reached Winter level.
The big problem with treetops or stumps should be
Jackie Vaughn recently
fishing the main lake this fall__the best bet. Many fishermen caught a twenty 'one pound
has been the current from the are throwing the Rebel Wee plus Small Mouth Buffalo on a
falling water. •
R's and Shallow RV's in shad bass lure in the Cypress Creek
Most of the gamefish gather and crawfish color.
area. I haven't talked with
in the cuts, creek channels,
The top water buzzing lures him yet but I'll bet he will
drop offs and stump beds to have been producing some. have a good story to tell. I
feed on-the schools of shad as - good hassin-the -caliber Water remember -a--few years ago they Moveinto shallow water. along_the sides of the- coves- Lyle _Underwood _was_ bassthat is warmer.
_ early and late while_the fishing, in 5100d River and
The White Bass were "popcorn shad" are jumping. caught a 24 pound carp on,a
schooling in the mouth of . Crappie fishing has im- plastic worm. Don't you know,
Blood River last week and proved with the cooling water that for the first few-seconds
should do so for another twti bringing them back into the these guys were thinking they
weeks.
creek channels and bays: The had a world record bass on the
They seemto migrate from water-temperature is 60th 62 line.
the *lain fiver'theme' into degrees from the surface to 25 -There isn't much good
Blood River tofeed for a -vihile feet deep an this shoulr-be weather - tett for us so we
then return to the river's ideal for them.
better use it well and go
deeper water ..foi the winter.
We Hive had a lot of color • fishing:
Happy Fishing!
.1 caught four while fishing along the west side of the lake
for Black Bass that averaged for a month but the east aide is
two pounds -each.
fairly clear.' I noticed last

Field Testedfor 3years..
Available for-the first time this
season•askunk scent that will
camouflage the hunter's ordor
in the field.
Two easy to handle solutions
Lasts all Season
No odor until mixed.
Ask at your local hunting
or Sporting Goods Store.
If not available call or write:
Send %MD'Atkin shish or money miler to:

-

TetIshiall-Dept,1111
P. O. Drawer CI
College Station, Tx. 171140
Phone: 113-846-3711
NAME
ADDRESS 1'_
CITY
STATE

ZIP
Satisfaction Guaranteed

-spooled on most reehc-which leading to taiurtypreer,they. •
have the drags screwed down boated 20 bass. The combined
with pliers, and the "winches" catch, of two legal 10-bass
are strapped on rods with all limits, weighed 148.23-pounds;the flex of a crowbar. This is believed to be a "world
BIG BASS country.
record" for artificial lures:
Without a doubt, the all-time They were casting crawfish
^
Classic lunker mark of 8-,• colored Rebel Deep-RI,
pound 9-ounces, taken last Each angler will be limited
year at Lake Guntersville, Al., to one-practice day on
by Ricky Green, is endanger. Tuesday, Oct. 25th. The 26had an advance notice of
For the last several years, Local anglers consider a contenders will be observed
where and what they'll be up West Lake Tohopekaliga has "lunker" on Toho to start at each day by a
Press-Angler in
against. The previous Classic been mentioned as one of 10-pounds on the scales.
the boat. Contestants are
finals have been held on a florlda's top trophy bass
Ed- Chancey's whopper is limited to 10-peiinds-ei tackle-"mystery" lake .that was lakes. Those bassers that the official lake record. and a selection of five rods and
tinannounced until- the ccui- eaft2t pronounce it just refer to However, any • number of- reels.
tenders- were en route.aboard-- -it as"Lake Toho.-'The lake-is- fishermen have reportedly (FOR 24-HOUR "HOT
a chartered airliner.
one of several central Florida hung bass of over the 17-pound' LINE"
CLASSIC
IN"The mystery trip served a "bass factories" imown as the class. Honestly, 10-pound bass FORMATION
—
An •
purpose,' said Ray Scott, Kissimmee Chain of Lakes. here are no longer something automatic- answering service
president of the sponsoring
Toho contains over 21,000 local Basamasters get excited will be in operation at
_
B.A.S:S. organization, "but_ it_ acres.with an average depth of about.
Hqts., (205) 277-7353. Fr
purpose._ five feet. The lake. is conout-livedl it's
HoWever,in February, 1977, person-to-person on the Oct.
Professional bass fishing nected by a series of canals Dick and Elaine Hengl, a 26-28 Classic call (205) -2728
,
didn't have a following in 1971. and locks to East Lake TAO husband and wife team from 9530, for the Classic Press
needed
f BASS.)
We
and Cypress Lake,.Other lakes Iowa, stirred - up some ex- Rooth number atthe Rodeway
something to call attention to on the Kissimmee River are citement, Anchoring their &Inn, E. • SpaceCoast Pkwpr
the sport of professional bass Lake Hatchineha and -Lake boat in the tailrace below the Kissimmee, Fla.)
fiskin& The mystery flight, to Kigipxnaee. The river flows south Port Lock canal,
an unknown lake, was the southward
into
Lake
answer."
Okeechobee. The entire chain
Professional bass fishing, is operated as a flood control
today, doesn't need a "gim- and navigation project.
mick" to survive. Scott's pro
The tournament site will be
has the town of Kissimee, located
Trail
Tournament
bloomed into a $500,000 season on the northern end of West
circuit. The Classic winner Lake Toho, about 17 miles
nets $25,000. Pro bass fishing south -of Orlando, Fla. The
is a full-time _business. just tournament headquarters will
like professional golf.
be the Rodeway Inn, 2050 East
The "names" are Bill Spacecoast Parkway, where a
Dance, the 1977 Bass Angler- drive-in weigh-in will be held
of-the-Year Roland Martin, at 3:30 p.m. on Oct. 26, 27 and
the all-time money winner 28.
with $67,500.14; and defending
With a week's notice, you
Classic champion Ricky can bet the B.A.S.S. pros will
Ciwm, a 32-year old Mon- know a lot about Lake Toho's
tgomery, Tex. angler, who bass fishing. For sure, they'll
HOW SWEET IT IS — That moment when you know
will be bidding to be the first repack their tackleboxes. The
you
have a big bass on the end -of your line is a great
Classic
winner
in
the
repeat
previous Classics have been
feeling
- espeically when it is your first "big bass." The
finals. The 26
-man field has fished, for the moa part, on
qualified in a series of tour- tough, clearwater lakes. In two farm pond bass shown above were caught in difnaments fished in Florida, bass tournament fishing the ferent ponds by Mark Winchester (left) with his 4',
Louisiana, Virginia, Arkan- name of the game is usually pounder and Dan Potts (right) with his 5L2 pounder. The
-boys live down lynri Grove way and plan an having
sas, Alabama, New York "numbers."
andsthe national Bassmaster
On Lake Toho, 20-pound test their fish mounted.
Team Championship-- at line is the Minimum. 'WellPhoto by Joe Pat Winche%ter
Kentucky Lake, Ky.
ropes of 25 to 30-pound test are

ensPas Fish For Dig SASS
/kg/Sig

Florida's.Lake Toho Site Of
$50,000 BASS Masters Classic
KISSIMMEE,Fla. — On the
morning,of May 1, 1977, a
Florida bass fisherman cast a
Plektkle-worm-into -a grata bed
on the lower end of West Lake
Tohopekiliga. The outcome
was a new lake-. record
largemouth weighing 16.55
pounds.
Ed Chancey,a fishing camp
manager On the central
Florida lake, naturally was
quite elated with the result's.
vever, what the Floridian
was .even more im-ressive than his monster-size
bass': "There are bass in this
lake that you -can't .handle.-I
don't doubt that I've hung the
WORLD RECORD BASS
myself a couple of times."
On the morning of Oct. 26,
1977, the world's best 26 bass
anglers will set out to catch
that world record bass. There
is a $50,000 price tag on-theline.
.
The 26 anglers will be
casting for the bigge:st prize in
professional bass fishing —
the 1977 BASS Masters Classic
world finals, Oct. 26-28. The
"Super Bowl".of bass fishing
is sponsored by the f Bass
Anglers Sportsman Society
I. (BASS), a 270,000 member
fishing organization with
headquarters in Montgomery,
Ala.
This will be the first
championship finals in the
history of the seven-year old
Poor Ralph Jackson. During the first bowhunt at Ballard County Wildlife Management
Classic to be fished on
Area, Ralph Jackson, Murray: bagged this fine 7 point buck early in the hunt and really
Florida's famed lunker bass
missed out on the enjoyment of being in the woods for another day and a half of hunwaters. It will also be the first
ting.
Classic that the finalists have
Plyote by Rick Alorsworthy

•

1

Thornton
Body
Shop

11
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Lindsey's
Jewelers

Jerry's Restaurant
—S. 12th St.

753-3226

Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of

Eating Is A Family Affair

24 Hour Wrecker Service,
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky..

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
"WO Apppeciote YouP Bus(nes?'
llllllllllllllll

llllll

Seiko watches
42.

111 S. 5th

?Kerrey. Ky

753-1640

00000000000000natio0000000

Uncle Jeff's

stm v
Food Giad

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Spurting Goods Dept.
•

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
• Hunting & fiOtimi licenses

rfifizer

inc.

•
Open 7 Days A Week
$ 0. m. - 10:00 p.m.

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

All merchondise sokl of discount 'inter

Fishing Tackle
Campittg Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo
-I
Hire. 641 .routh Plwas 753-9491

•
WI*
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-Pito-tie Rubles
For The
ledger & Times
Depaftments Are As Follows
News Society rind
753 1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 7531 919
spray Cta
Chau i-fted- r'cu 1.0 t)
or and the Busitiess
be
may
Office
reached on 753
t 916 and 753-191 7

310

15 Articles For Sale
TAPPAN MICROWAVE
• with cook book and
defrost for only $17.00
Per month WAC. For
information call 7530595.
"

19 Farm Equipment
26 TV Radio
COLOR PORTRAITS,
S LE BALER twine, 9000
WANTED BABYSITTER•
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
ELECT
• bring us yours for extra
feet premium quality,
- in my home to care for
and white television.
guaranteed, $10'.99 per
copies. Made from any
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
infant. Call 753-4023
Perfect for dorm room
size into any size.
bale. Wallin Hardware,
COMMON COUNCIL
after 5 p.m.
or second T.V. Good
Wallets loW asp cents, 8
Paris.
Condition. Beet eller.
BABYSITTER in my
x1111121Crrast SerVIZ•e. I ,
I and tat*
10. Sports Equipment
Call 767-4114 anytime.
home 5 day week. 7 to 4.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
32
required.
CALIBER
References
hi_powered
753-0035. Free parking ;
SA LE-K
faucets,
rifle. 'Winchester 94. G.E. 19" color T.V. with
Must provide own
lot, use our rear en- FOR
WATKINS
chrome 8" center,
AFC and custom picture
J.E.
Call
753transportatIon.
Vinson,Benton, Ky.
trance.
Contact,
Products.
611.99. Washerless type,
for only $17.50 per
4:30
p.m.
Route
5,
after
Box
0907
210.
Holman Jones, 217 South
$17.88. Single lever type,
month. For information
13th, phone 753-3128.
$22.95. Wallin HardWare
If You
Call 753-0595.
SOMEONE TO.KEEP 14
BROWNING
Paris.
month old child in my
Need Them:
AUTOMATIC
3"
WHAT WE do beat is
home. Needed immagnum shotgun. Good %PARS BLACK and white
TWO- WARM
fire
753-1441
care. Needline, 7534333.
T.V. console. Working
mediately. Call 753-8445
condition.
8
mm_
one
gas heaters,
MORNIG-P
Polite
153-1621
order. $35. tall 753-0605.
after 5 p.m.
Mausser.
With
curly
autocrat LP heater. Call
Rescue .
153-6952
maple stock and roll
Barber
HORNBUCKLE
436-2411 weekends and
Ambulance
" 753-'9332
over cheek piece. 6 h.p. ZENITH T.V.'s and
and
Shop, shaves
after 6 p. m. 753-2424
'Notionally known adHospital .
stereos at the lowest
Sears outboard motor.
haircuts. 209 Waldrop..
from
8-5
p.
m.
weekvertising firm desires
Emergency .
. 753-5131
prices in West Ky. We
Call
753-6133.
days.
person familiar with
Humane Society
service what we sell,
Murray to- serve as
753-3535
JESUS says in Matthew
this includes lake area.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8 LADIES 10 gear bicyble
welcoming hostess to
28:19, 20. "Go ye
Comprehensite
All work is guaranteed
in good condition. Call
piece sets, choice of
therefore, and teach all
replace
retiring
Care
153-6622
so come to Sissons
753-7557 after Sp. m.
$39.99. Wallrn
colors.
nations, baptizing them
hostess. You will be
Zenith Sales and save.
Poison Control
153-7588
Hardware, Paris.
the name of the
in
culling on new families
Highway 94, 18 miles
153-0929
Seaior Citlltat
4r" DUCK DECOYS for
Father;- and-of the Son,
West of Murray. Open
moVing into Murray
Ne'edline
753-NEED.
CRAFTSMAN - Best,.20"
sale:Cat 753-5332.
and of the Holy Ghost:
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
and
representing
learn To Read
radial arm saw with
153-2288
Teaching them to ob- stand; 3 drawers, saw COMPOUND BOWS - appointment, phone 1leading merchants of serve all things what382-2174 or 382-2743.
dust collector. Carbide
Wing Thunderbird 45-60
the town. Ideal opsoever 1 have comand other blades. 225.00.
lbs. Wing Chapperal 45portunity for person
27. Mobile Home Sales
manded you: And, lo I
Call 753-6625.
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45desiring
interesting
am-with you always,
110 lb. Wing arrows. Call 1976 12 x 65 3 bedroom
part-time'
even unto the end of the
OVER 100 BOARD feet of
trailer. All electric.
753-6682.
ployment.
Semi-retireworld." This directive
_curverliamlaged
.eentralailk
AVM.
Washer aodpersons :yre•to-the-disciples but
•-ifhole
oftlfst.,60.
EGiTON 12 gauge °dryer. Call 435-4413.
welcome
to
apply.
Call'
is also binding upon all
, Call 753-6625.
magnum.
1100 3"
502/842.5566 or write
Christians today. Are
ADVERTISING
rib - $195.
Ventilated
EXTRA NICE 12 x 60
Community Greeting
you observing all things
7' SCHAEFFER ice' Remington 20 gauge
. DEADLINES
Master Craft 2 bedroom,
-Service,
P.
0.
Box
commanded you in the
cream box, 4 x 6 Powers
light weight, ventilaged
2
full baths, carpet
All display ads,
1092, Bowling Green,
pages of God's Holy
milk box with sliding
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
classified displays
throughout. Washer and
Ky. 42101."
Word? If not you have no
doors. Call 1-901-593-5274
753-4031.
and regular display,
,dryer. Color TV and
promise of eternal life.
after 5. Good condition.
milst be submitted
stereo, air conditioner,
asaiatance
call
753For
.by 12 noon, the day
central gas heat, un0984
WANT TO BUY used air . SALE LAWN MOWER THOMAS electric organ-- derpinning and porch.
before publication.
stereo:
with
built-in
S
and
B
h.p.
22" cut 32
conditioners. Call Dill
All
reader
Many more extras. May
Excellent condition.
5. Lost And Found
engine. $8888. Wallin
Electric, 753-9104 or# 753classifieds must be
be left on lot. Call 436753-0605.
$300•
Call
Paris.
Hardware,
submitted by 12 noon
1551.
LOST A RIFLE, 22
5553.
the day
before
caliber Remington. Bolt WE BUY used trailers.,
23. Exterminating
15.00
FIREWOOD,
OAK
publication.
action. Call 753-7661.
Call 1442-1918,or.after _ _pie*delivered Cali
_ 1972 -BASSE'rT housetrriiiPr 12 x 70 Com443-6515.
6 Help Wanted
pletely furnished including
washer and
18,000
TO
24,000
BTU
air
WANTED
EXWARM MORNING gas
dryer. Front and back
conditioner. -Good
PERIENCED
brick
150.00.
stove.
heating
porches. Call 753-5334
repair. Call 753-8216
layers. Apply new
Tappan gas cook stove
days or 753-5686 nights.
after
5.
Kroger store, Central
-with hood, 75.00. Both in
__$hoppi ng
gariticandition. Call
t ---buy
1974 MOBILE- HOME;--3.--Monday through Friday.
4155.
registered wire haired
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
Fox Terrier'puppy. Call
-44%-t-E 0.00
4..stack
FULL TIME-. HELP
underpinning, nice front
753-5669.
-Matthews electric heat
wanted, person with
Furnished ar
porch._
ST*NDENG
TIMBER
by
Watti-rr-Frard---11101-----S-MOo1 or colregeCall 753unfurnished.
the acre or footage. Call
ware; Paris.
education. Call 247-3775
3418 after 5.
498-8757.
after 6 p. m.
16. Home Furnistungs
2 Notice

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

rri:HEN-

ockiltOncern
Committee and
The Ledgerlo
Times

_warr

-

USED SIDE BY SIDE
Tappan refrigerator,
harvest gold. Washer
and dryer King size
WANTED - good used - mattress and- springs.
kitchen cabinets. Call
Call 753-5135.
753-7386.
ONE G.E. portable
washer and dryer
Wanted
avacado stackable. Just
Beaver - 2 year old breeding
perfect for mobile home
pair for restocking wild area.
or any small area. For
-Please reply to R.S. Ballard,
both only cost $21.00 per
P. 0. Bex 7345, Louisville, Ky.
40207.
month or $368. For information call 753-0595.
15.Articles For Sale
BRICK LAYERS wanted, G.E. HEAVY DUTY
location-Murray- Ky:-...-.W.000. DINING room
washer and dryer white
suite. Call 489-2266.
$9.30 scale plus benefits.
with full controls both
Call 753-2498
for $28 per month WAC.
SALE
ALUMINUM
For information call 7536' 614.88,
EXPERIENCED MAN . ladder 5'
0595.
16 E18.88, 20' 624.88, 24'
for buffing and detail
$32.88. Wallin Hardwork. Also assistant
USED COUCH AND
body man, in clean-up/ ware, Paris.
CHAIR for sale. Call 436shop. Call 753-6038.
_SALE ELECTRIC heater,
5636.
15011Vatt1an forced air,
SfUkFRS and Mailers
automatic. $16.99. EXTRA NICE living
URGENTLY NEEDroom suite with 3 tables
Wallin Hardware Paris.
ED! 625.00 per hundred
and 3 lamps. 175.00.
GUARANTEED. Send
SALE STOVE BOARDS,
Phone 753-5609, 9 to 5
self-addressed stamped
heavy lined, 24" x 42",
welOtdays.
envelope,
TK
42", 612.99
32"
x
$9.99.
ENTERPRISE, Box
each. Wallin Hardware, FRIGIDAIRE
21679, Denver, CO.
Paris.
refrigerator. Freezer at
80221.
bottom. Apartment-size
MATERNITY CLOTHES,
electric range. Doris
5 slacks, 8 tops. Size 14Rose, 1603 Keeneland.
HELP
16. $30. Call 753-4486.

:THE 'NELSON SHROAT
Co., Realtors needs
licensed salespeople or
bsokers. Also: peoplewho are interested
becoming licensed as a
salesperson. Replies
held in strictest confidence. Call 759-1707 or
come by THE NELSON
SHROAT
CO.
REALTORS in the
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center.

your
hotline
to bigger
sales
results

WANTED
Must be 18 years of
age or over Personal
interviews only. Apply_
in person.
Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main Street
Murray,KentivrIcv

A.the

murray
Ledger & Times

CLASS'Fl ED
SECTION

L_

WEEKUT
$ 200
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
1 addressed
- envelope to Fischer
, Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

MATCHING COUCH
, AND CHAIR. „, French
Provincial. $150. Drapes
fully lined, different
sizes. 23" color T.V.
console, new picture
tube, Hoover upright
v,acuuti cleaner. $30.
Call 753-6496.
WARM MORNING stove
for sale. Call 753-2964.
SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
steeTe whites, 659.95.
Colors, 669.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

Retail Supervisor
Opportunity
Opening available for expepenced and/or
Trainee, Drug store or Grocery store
background required. We are interested in persons who want to advance 44n our growing
operations. Must relocate. Working conditions,
fringe benefits and wages above average. Send
confidential resume to:

SAVE-RITE INC.

Phone - 753-1916

"P.O. Box 537
,
Evansville, lad.477114
Attn: Persorkellepartvnint
4

-ELECTROLUX SALES
and.service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
18. Sewing
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center, South
16th Street in -Fox
Meadows, now has
Tapestry
Paternayan
yards in stock, also
Paternayan 3
ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery. Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
19. Farm Equipment
FOR SALE M Farman
tractor and two row 305
corn picker. Call 7534936 after 7 p. m. also 600
Fort tractor.
1 96 7
mASSEY
FERGUSON combine'
Needs repairs.. Best
• offer will buy. Call 4354467.
..

Supplies

43 Real Estate

AKC
GERMAN
SHEPHERD PuPPies•
Call
Solid
white.
Paducah, 554-2153.

16 ACRES, on county
road, near Ky. Lake.
Call 436-2473.

REGISTERED'American "
Eskimo Spits puppies.
Call 5544153, Paducah.

BY OWNER
Three bedroom brick,
living room, dining"
room, kitchen, utility
AKC REGISTERED
room, carport, large
miniature Dachshund
den n x 16, carpeted
puppy. 9 weeks old.
throughout, many exFemale, 50.00. 1631
tras, shaded lot 125 x.
Farmer Ave. Call 753lots of shrubs, 7
0475.
"rniles from Murray on'
AKC DOBERMAN pups. '- Hwy. 299. Call 489-2648
lifter 6 p.m. Priced in
Champion blood lines.
90.00. Call 753-1948 or -low 40's.
753-2593.
41. Public Sales

CUTE BUNGALOWlocated ,only Y2 block
from the university on
tree-lined
lovely
boulevard. Home has
recently
been
redecorated and
backyard' Ras 'large
garden area. This is an
holising
-unequalled
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
YARD SALE Saturday,
Phone Kopperud Realty,
505 Blair. 8 till dark.
753-1222.Weareworking
Vacuum
cleaner,
4r
es
dito provide the best
electric. clocks, toys,
ero to -You.
'tale svixi
_pictoret, hooka, clothing- and winter coats.

YARD SALE, Friday
noon-Saturday.
Antiques, glassware,
furniture, iron beds,
quilts,
blankets,
_ atootyrare, lots more
bargains. _Three miles
on.Righway 94 East Box
99.

YARD SALE, Saturday
29. 8 a.m. 703 Payne St.
Murray. Lots of winter
clothes.

KOPPERUD
REAL Y

0

"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 flab 7f4-1221

ON HIGHWAY 121 est stone house and large
ENJOY THE BENEFITS,
WHY
lot.
shaded
of country living in this
RENT? About 6 miles
nicely
new,
like
West, double garage
bedroom,
2
3
decorated,
apartment
room
with 2
bath home located 4
above. LARGE LOT on
121_ yiresT Aad 30 x60'• miles from --Murray,
'Mere's a _sunken living
block barn, could be
room, formal dining
used for some type of
area, eat-in kitchen with
business. YOU FINISH
all gold appliances.
and save - three 3
Brick outside storage
bedroom houses under
building and electric
construction. Buy when
door. -opener.
garage
fintshed- crti outside or
Phone Koppemd Realty,
contractor will give
753-1222 for fulltime,
price finished. WEST
competent real- -estate
OF MURRAY - 36 acres,'
service.
49 acres,..77.acres.or 85
acres. Call 489-2110..
HWY. 641 North. Attractive stone and brick
3 BR home. 1% acre
wooded Ibt.Cent. heat &
- WWII"bait!
'TRAILER SPACE-An -7
air. Fireplace. 1 car
"In Business
Hazel. Call 492-8746.
garage, large porch and
Since 1956"
patio.
45,000.00. Wilson
/53-5646
MOBILE HOMES and
Ins. & Real Estate. 753mobile home spaces for
3263 anytime.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
THE NELSON SHROAT
Call 753-3280.
CO., REALTORS has
30 Business Rentals
buyers for a nice 3 BR
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
home in town. Prefer 2
20' x 30' BUILDIN ,
REALTORS
car garage, den and
concrete floor, excellent
Uncle Jeffs
either large eat-in
condition. 2/
1
2 miles 94
Shopping Center
kitchen or separate
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
1591707 or 759-1716
dining room - also a 3
31 Want To Rent
BR in country with 1-3
acres. If you have this PLANNING to ,build next _
WANT LAND FOR row
spring? We have several
type of property and
crop. Call 435-4593 or
would like to sell, please ,lots that are beautiful
489-2570.
building sites. Buy your
contact, THE NELSON
32 Apartments For Rent
lot now so you can get an
SHROAT
CO.,
early start next spring.
REALTORS in the
FURNISHED rooms for
JOBS
LORETTA
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
rent. Girls only, utilities
REALTORS, 753-1492.
Center or phone 759-1707
paid. Call 753-2202 or
or 759-1716.apply 1415 Main St.
GUY PANN KEALTY We go to extra lengths to
DUPLEX, central heat:,
serve
you. Your interestair, carpeted, all apPurdom & Thrumon
and desire are our
pliances and built-ins,
Insurance 8. Real Estate
primary concern.When
carport, nice and
Southsode Court Squore
buying or selling see the
private. 1405 Stadium
Murray, Kentucky
Professionals. Guy
View Drive. References
Spann Realty, 901
753-4451
and deposit. 180.00
Sycamore, 751,7724.
month. Call 753-4981.

I

WANT TO BUY small 4door autbinate car, 4 or
6 cylinder. Call 753-7573.

$12.88,

38.Pets

SALE BATH TUB faucets
old style, $8.95. Modern
8" center, 812.99.
Washerless type 627.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SALE(ALAIN saw chains
or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar,68.95. 16" bar,69.95,
20" bar 610. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and
bars to fit most chain
saws. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
pll sizes 79 cents each.
DaiserBB's., 1500 pack
99 cents. _Heat bulb 250
watt, 61.19. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
SALE FAUCETS,chrome
•lavatory 4" center,
$8.95. Washerless type,
613.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane- foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to-your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 7534767. SALE WHITE COMMODES, $34.95 each:
_ Colors $42.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

SMALL APARTMENT on
Ky: Lake, eleCtric heat
and air. 60.00 . month.
Call 436-2427.
apartEFFICIENCY
ment, furnished. 90.00
month. Close to campus.
Call 753-4451.

TWO
BEDROOM
townhouse, all carpeted,
range, refrigerator,
disposal, dishwasher,
CUSTOM MATTRESS
washer, dryer hookup.
made any size for anCentral heat and air.
tique beds or campers.
Private deck. Call 753Buy direct and save on
7550.
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or kern.
Also see their elegant NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.
gallery of furniture,
60.00 per month. Call
Bamboo, Wicker and
753-3685.
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
34 Houses For Rent
FURNITURE
1136 FOUR
BEDROOM
South 3rd, Paducah.
modern brick house. All
Phone 1443-7323.
conveniences. Located
in country. Call 753-6333.
16. TV-Radio

38 Pets Supplies
ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
AKC REGISTERED
TV's bought between
Labrador
Retriever
now and Christmas get
puppies., 8 weeks old.
free 1 year service.
'ReduCed prices. Call
Sissons Zenith Sales and
759-1208 after 5 p.m.
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray cui Highway 94.
AKC REGISTERED
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30-miniature Schnauzer
.30 or anytime by . puppies. Ca'll 7534749 or
appoinihrn.t

4.16-5P4,_

FIRST
I PRODUCTION SALE
of
DEER CREEK FARMS
November 9, 1977
I L:30 p.m.
The Get and Service of The
Following Great Sirei
Will Be Featured;

•CMR Perfect Victor 31
•CMR Perfect Victor 82
.11WJ Victor J3-373
•CMR Superoltrend 18
•CMR Masterpiece 102
•CMR Superol 275

Regular Polled Herefords
-Selling 69Lots
6 Bulls
63 Females
(21 cows with calves)
Free lynch served.t110* o.m.

W. Keith Duncln, Owner
PaulIslanker;Mgr.
Route 9, Marion,Kentucky
PliiineAII2-965-2414

a
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43. Real Estate
SMALL FARM-40 acres,
some - bottom land,
some nice timber. Four
room house, good
mobile home, good
tobacco barn and stock
barn. Tobacco base
available. Located N.W.
of Murray. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 or visit our office at
ill Main.
317 N.Poplefeenton

13

QUALITY
REALTY

Wlock
on
n ed
has
t1 y
in d
irge
s an
sing
r act
20's.
alty,
king
best
you.
-

JD
P1
22

ITTS,
this
cely
m, 2
d4
ray.
,ving
ning
with
ices.
irage
ctric
met._
!silty,
,ime,
state

5271468 753 9625
CAN'T find a home you
like Then buy this lot in
• Cisiterburr- and --build
•-• year_ own, Beautiful
• corner •lot 140,
•sx120. S.
W. corner of Oxford
-Drive and Tabard
:Drive. Only 6,300.00. The
'Nelson Shroat Co.,
'Realtors, Uncle Jeffs
,Shopping renter, 759,
1717 office;739-1716 after'
hours.
I UNIQUE combination
of residential and
business properties.
Ideal . home offering
Early American charm
With"wôd beamed
--Ceilings, large stone
-fireplace,
beautiful
.paneling and woodwork
'throughout.
Adjacent
buildings suitable for
small business such as
.antique
shop,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of North 5th and
Chestnut Streets. Shown
by appointment only, so
phone us today at
- Kopperud Realty, 1331222. We would love to
show you this choice
IlroPertr

Atbrick
acre
eat & 'car
1 and
/Mon
. 753-

]

' CO.

REALTORS -

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051

.
a

.• ,

5E4

a

Dairy Queen is
night (Halloween) for the season.
“2 gallons, quarts and pints for
your freezer.
Thanks for a good year
Geneva and Joh ie

SALE 36 MONTH car
battery. $24.99. Williard
Brand. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

conditioned, clean.
2,500.00. Buddy
Valentine, 753-4981, 1704
Greenbrier.

SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
filter, $1.88 to fit most
American or import
cars. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks

1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. Call 7534331.

1603 Keeneland.

50. Campers

y
Trailer
Anti-Freeze
Now 3" gal.

Murray Camper
Supply
753-8072
it.
.
11 1
1.1,1,4,

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.,

WILLING TO DO yard
work, house- --mak,
babysitting, or odd jobs.
Call 767-2543 or 767-4846.

FOR YOUR septic tank
'and backhoe work
-110eds. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call. John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

TREES
CUT
and
removed. Call 438-2149.

FALL IS HERE
Why
worry with unwanted
leaves' Let Tommy
Phillips vacuum your
PAINTING, INTERIOR, leaves. Machine will bag
or pile leaves. Call 436exterior. Also dry wall
5678. Reasonable rates.
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

WHITE CAMPER SALES
authorized dealer for
both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles Eastof Murray on
Highway 94: Calr-7530605.

Our

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it! If you want to live well, not expensively
look no more! Exceptionally well built home. Three
bedroom brick veneer, large living room, family room,;
closets plus 2 storage rooms_central heat and air_priced
in the 30s. Call now, you'll be glad you did.

0e

fria
I

753-1492
• 1200 Sycamore

1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, excellent buy. Call 7534331.
1976 PICKUP, long wheel
bed Toyota. 10,000 miles.
1975 Honda CB 200 T
motorcycle. 1700 miles.
Both in excellent shape.
Call 435-4413.

We,repair all brands of

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas ihstallation
will
do
_ plumbing, heatink -and
sewer cleaning. Call 753- _
7203.

-Chain
Saws

Murray
Home
8, Auto
Store

WILL CLEAN gutters.
Call after 5 p.m. 7591416.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronauto
ts,
glass,
plexiglass, plate, window glass and glass
showcases. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Dixiel.and.,Center, 7530180.

/1/

-Qualif‘ That kVill Please612 S. 9th
753-57 1 9
-

'After Hours:
Loretta fobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579

Bill Payne- 753-9794
Brenda Jones - 753-8668

1971 FOUR WHEEL drive
Chevrolet
pickup.
Excellent mechanically.
Call 767-3325 after 8 p.
m.
1976 FORD EXPLORER
pickup, 11,000 actual
miles. Air, automatic,
CB. 4,295.00 firm. Call
753-5469 after 5.
1967 CHEVELLE Malibu,
4 door, blue, 307
automatic. 250.00. Call
345-an.

Ky. Lake and Five Acres
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that was built in 1971. It is almost new on
inside. Has only been lived in on weekends while
enjoying Ky. Lake.

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646
HT. WaWrop, Broker
Pere Waldrop-753-5646
In Business Since t 956
•

1973 MARK IV, silver
with burgundy interior,
tilt wheel, cruise control, power windows and
seats. AM-FM stereo
and tape. 31,000 actual
miles. 4,350.00. Call 7533021 between 8 a.m. and
5 p. m.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1946 Ford pickup truck.
Needs work. 100. 1967
Toyota Land Cruiser
engine. 250.00. Call 4365412.

• ON CATALINA
While the children are out playing in the large tenced in
backyard, you can enjoy the inside amenities iii this fine
home. This three bedroom, two bath home he, low cost
central gas heat for an inexpensive winter heating NW
The dancing flames and the smell of a pine or oak log
burning in the fireplace will make you want to stay home
on chilly nights and enjoy your fireplace. The owner is
leaving town so you can celebrate the Thanksgiving
holiday in your new home. Call Pam Rodgers at 753-7116
or our office for more information on this excellent

--TWO BLACK and white
female kittens, nicely
marked,' 8 weeks old.
Call 753-8761.
ADULT CALICO cat and
4 month old blue male
kitten. Call 753-3994.
FIREWOOD free to
someone who, will cut
and clean up.- Call 49I •
8348.

CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many outstanding features .including
great room with wood-burning fireplace,
beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large 2 car garage
with workshop, outside storage building, wooden
deck in back of house. Priced to sell fast! 30's.

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
753-1222
711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
efftliayborn 753-4474

The

f

4'0

BLACKFORD
HOUSE

4•11

1804 Coldviater Rd.

You are
- cordially
invited to
a
Halloween
Party

GENERAL ElACKHOE
work, gravel -hauling
and top soil. Cd11 Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Murray, Ky.

Sunday
OctQber 30, 1977
from
I to 5 p m
Refreshments will
be served

Costumes Are
Not Necessary.

There will be a prize given to
the "Best Dressed" couple.

INSULATION SAVES
$61. Attics and walls
blown. Free estimates.
Call 751.3316.

•

Other prizes will be given throughout the afternoon by random
drawings.
You do not have to be
present to win - but you
must come by to register.

home.
753-7531

SMALL BLONDE terrier
type puppies, also 2 tiger
stripe kittens. Call 4365650 after 5 p.m.

I•
•

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
Call Servicemaster, 7530259 today.

Thornton Tile
& Marble

54. Free Column

225

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6 p.m. 436-5896.

All Marble
Showroom

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for tree
estimates_

QUALITY SERVICE
THREE FEMALE kit.YOUNGBLOOD'SCompany Inc. Air contens 2 black and white, 1
ROOFING. Commercial
brown tabby and white.
dition sales and serWESTERN KY. TRAVEL - • and residential. General
Very cute. Call 753-8761.
carpentry. 10 years
vice. Modern sheet
TRAILERS - complete
experience. Call 759-1524
metal
sales
department.
and
service
FREE KITTENS white
after 5 p.m.
Larry
department at 1-24 and
Wisehart,
_
and gray, long hair,
-President. Phone 753tiout,118,
'housebroken Call 436LICENSED ELEC22-8507.
9290.
5502
TRICIAN prompt ef51 Services Offered
ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
DO. YOU NEED stumps
Chemical
4. AP 220-1 Economical to operate
White, 753-0605.
removed from your yard
and maintain. . with an output
Feed
Pump
capacity of 8,400 g p. is with- e
or land cleared --of
suction/discharge Ideal for pornGENERAL HOME
stumps? We can remove
ping Liquid terutizers and pesticides
efranting
_ • Prsni body„ impeller.
, and volute
_stumps__ up__ _ta____24-.
are reudorcecrpolyestei thermoaluininurn siding and beneath ground. Leaves
ptatic to resLst corrosion. .fast
sett-gutters. Call 1-354-8951
priming design with check valve
only sawdust and chips.
01.•••••••
gives a 5 ft sirtion lift in 15 sec.
or 1-362-4895.
Call for free estimate,
•Total head ugo to 94 ft. .Carbon
ceramic shaft seals made ofSteve Shaw, 753-9490 or
stainless steel and Buna-N rubber'.
CUSTOM CARPET care.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
•Powered by a 4-cycle single cylin-Steam clean one room at
der engine with spalsh type.
lubrication.kefligh., voltage magneto
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
MOBILE HOME ANUoLi
will
clean
the
hallway
'ifeganer
c
.
-1 lbs
a•Weight2
.
inam 162
CHORS, underPillIlingi
patio awnings and roofs - free, limit 43E10. •A 10' x
sealed, white or silver. ' 10' room would only be
Murray Supply Lawn & Garden
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
_ Call Jack Glover, 753200E. Main, Murray
1873 after 5 or weekends.
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.
WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing peeds. Call
pile lime. Call 753-6763
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
'Roger HucTson,753-4545.
3540111._or_351e8138.

lestnut Street

That's what you'll say
When You See The

Carrier

TREES TRIMMED Snd
Cut. Call 753-4707

K)
ONE OVER THE CAB
camper. Good condition.
One Garrett &faster_
Sears
Hunter Metal detector, - FENCE SALES-at
Call Doug Taylor
now.
like new Call 436-2437
at 753-2310 for free
after 4 p m.
estimates for your
needs.

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

51 Services Offered

GUTTERING BY Sears,
:Sears continous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

•

FOR SALE OR TRADE
1966 Ford van, interior all done in carpet.
Roof scoop and chrome
wheels. Call 759-1813
after 4 p. m.

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

50 Campers

INVEST NOW. Rental
property
near
University. Eleven
houses and one apartment house. Buy now
_and see a return in your
money immediately. .
Owner will consider
IIoi eir'
t
$
financing. LORETTA
r
li ,rui-AritP"
JOBS REALTORS, 753- BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
gj
brick, Its baths, large
g
IF
1492.
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
closets, wall to w
COUNTRY
ATcarpet,
attached 1
IV
St
lir
li
'
i
rgi
i'
t
MOSPHERE - Live in
garage. Economical gas A
-1
Mar4 \w
a country afrRosphere in
llik t, v
central
heat, and
a spacious, warm older
electric central air
home with 4 bedrooms,
conditioning. 35,900.00.
Ps baths, and separate
1701 Magnolia. Call 753dining room. This home
7906.
is situated on beautifully
landscaped lot with FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
many trees and abunroom brick home ,on
dant outside storage.
quiet street close to
Only 19,900.00. Call or
schools. Dining room,
come 1by
BOYD
den,;full baths. Fully
.A
REALMJOi
114E REAUX _WANT
carpeted,- central heat
ESTAITE,-73341080:E`-( _A)1?
and air. Lots of storage WHEN
including walk-in
49 Used Cars & Trucks
IN HAZEL - Double
closets. Double garage, 49 Used Csrs & Trucks
NU OLDS DYNAMIC 88
Wide mobile home on 44
patio. Call 753-0376. If no 1972 PONTIAC, excellent
in fair shape. Call 753acre lot. 3 Bedroom, lit
answer call 753-5665.
condition. Power and
0744.
bath with central heat.
air. 61095. 1971 GMC
Beat the high cost of BY OWNER 5 room
pickup, ;05. Call 489- - 1971 MODEL
In-_
liv.ing while enjoying .. house, aluminum siding.
2595. .
ternational pickup
over 900 sq. ft. of living
Large yard and garden.
truck. Call 753-4669 or
area. Call Wilson Ins. &
Immediate possession. 1969 FORD PICKUP. Call
come see George Hodge,
Real Estate 753-3263
If interested c1l 753436-2628.
South 5th.
205
anytime.
7449 10-11:30 or after
3:30.
CHEVROLET
1973
1974 DODGE TRUCK
John C.
CLASSIC Caprice, A-1
with topper, 1973 Dodge
ENERGY
CONcondition. One owner.
Neubauer
Dart Swlner. Call 753SERVATION home
See-- at ISliirtity
-Tatti.:-'
'Realtor
nearing completion.
753-1813. Located on Quail Creek
List Your Proprarty With Us
1976 TRANS AM Firebird.
Drive in Gatesborough. 1975 MAVERICK 4 door,
7534101
5415 /Aohl St.
Loaded. 4,800.00. UWThree bedrooms, 2
air condition. 35,000
mileage. Call 753-2335 or
baths, large den with
45. Farms For Sale
miles. Excellent coninquire at Corvette
wood burning fireplace,
dition. Call 345-2794.
Lanes.
50 ACRE L. C. Hine farm
living room dining area.
on _Johnny Robertson
•
•
Kitchen with all built- 1970 v:*':,
1968 Otiritir FAIRLANE,6
Read: Beautiful wooded
ins. Lots of closet space
condition. Call 753-0663
cylinder, automatic,
building sites, and good
including walk-in. 2700
after 5 p.m.
excellent condition. Call
farm land. Call Eddie
sq. ft. Call 7534208 after
753-3194 after 5 p. m.
Huie, 753-5532.
6 p. m.
1978 OLDS 98 Luxury
46 Homes For Sale
power, 1968 VOLVO P1800S with
sedan, -all
48. Automotive Service
leather,---electric moon _ electric o'er' drive and
FOR -SALE BY OWNER
rue oa s
roof, brown on brown.
- 3 bedroom house.
air condition. 1,350.00.
4 ply polyester white
$10,000..
1978 Corvette_ Call Palmersville,
Near University. Priced
:
gN
wall premium grade. 12.
red, -red leather, auto
in 20's. rAll 75341728
822-59'22,
-32 tread -depth, 7' rib
cr_utae. 1918
after Sp. m.
guaranteed
againstsilver, silver interior, all 1968 MAROON Olds
defective
material,
power. Call 767.4929.
Cutlass, 350 engine, 4
THREE Bedrooms, 2
workmanship and road
barrel, carburetor,
baths, fully carpeted, _
hazard. A78x13". $16.06DODGE SPORTS van automatic transmission,
. elect., air and furnace,
$L74 FET: C78x13"
roYal. 1973. 50,000 miles.
ET chrome spoke mag
. large
wooded
lot,
$18:94 +- -$1.94. FET;
Good condition. Call 753-__ wheels. 60's on the back,-Keniana Sub., Hamlin,
E78x14" -4- $2.30 FET;
8952.
74's on front. 700.00. Call
Ay. Call 436-2473.
F78x14" $21.15 +_$2.44.
753-31B7.
FET; G78x14 or 15"
CORVATE 321t-375
$22.38 + $2.60 FET:. 1958
automati
, needs paint.
H78x15" $24.23
$2.85
Call 354-6206.
1974 Dodge Polars 4-door
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
Sedan. White vinyl top, brown
$3.13 FET. Wallin
body Good tees, good ell1975 PINTO
-station
Hardware, Paris.
around condition. Doris Rose,
_closing Monday
wagon, 6 cylinder, air

TY ;ths to
terest-

er

46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen and dining
room. Efficiency cottage at rear of lot.
Presently renting for
$125 month. Excellent
condition. $39,500. 1803
College Farm Rd.

NOTICE

next _
;mild.
utiful
your
,et an
iring.
0B S
-1492.

When
ee the
Guy
901
1.

X 30X 30la

John C. Neubauer

753-0101
Realtor
505 Main Sioraet
Murray
Pam Rodgers 753-7116
'Brice Ratterree 753-5021
Linda Drake 753-0492
Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Tim Graves 436-2321
Roy Folsom 753-8057

Thank You for your patronage,
and for allowilhAus to introduce
our netiv line ofclothes.

We repair storm
%Widows ctrni •in
s'iati gloss

Murray Home
And Auto'
r

_••••••

4

%la*
ark

lobe
1
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Special Homecoming To
Be At Baptist Church

At

"'"eet

Fire Prevention RatherMan Fighting Emphasized
"Fire prevention rather
than fire fighting is being
emphasizexl so that there will
be fewer fires to fight is the
aim of the Murray Fire
Department," said Jackie
Cooper at the regular meetingof the Murray Kiwanis Club
Thursday evening.
Only two percent of the
departments budget has
traditionally been spent on
fire prevention and this figure

should rise, which shotdd
'significantly reduce the
amountspent on fighting fires,
as citizens become fire safety
conscious,Cooper said.
"There are more _fire
casualties in the United States
than in any developed country
of the world with most of dame
casualties among the young
unattended children or the
incapacitated elderly. Ninetythree percent of the deaths

occur in single family
dwellings and most are caused
by smoking, the fire chief
said. Most of these fires start in
the family room or living
room due. to dropped
cigarettes which may smolder
for several. hours before
producing toxic fumes which
cause aspyxiation of the
victim, without him knowing
that a fire is present. The

structure of the house may be a strategic place such as a maintenance, the electrically
built fireproof, but little or no hallway. Smoke detectors powered units are preferred,
The First Baptist Church the Rev. Wade Darby,
thought is usually given to the should not be placed in the although battery powered
ill hold special homecoming Director of the Tennessee
fireproof nature or lack of fire kitchen where cooking fumes ones are available and just as
Baptist Service Corporation.
services Sunday, October 30.
proof nature of accessories might set the unit off un- efficient, the Murray Fire
Murray
attended
The Sunday School, under Rev. Darby
brought into the house," necessarily," said Cooper.
Chief said.
the direction of Paul Dailey, State University and was
continued Cooper.
The fire chief said new.fire
the
ministry
by.
ordained
to
Jr., has worked to have 1,000
"Early detection of fire is codes are requiring the inin Bible Study which starts at First Baptist Church in 1942.
the most important objective stallation of a smoke detection
9:30
The music will be under the
of current fire prevention device especially in rental
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, direction of W. Rudolph
efforts. The easiest and most property; and new individual
pastor, will speak at the 10:45 Howard, Minister of Music
used method is to install a home codes also have this
service on the subject, Emeritus. The choir will sing,
smoke detector, which,can be
• • HomeComing with the "Come,Holy Spirit."
purchased at any hardware or requirements listed in them.
The youth are invited to a
Lord." The scripture reading
(leper:taint. Stoat. .One. All smoke detectors on the
Bro, Kenneth Hoover will
will 13t. from -Psalm 51!6-13; Halloween Fellowship at the
detector is sufficient for the Market " are safe to use arid speak at the 10:30 a.m. and six
Luke 15:20-24; 'Revelation home of the Misnister, of
required the minimum of p.m. worship services on
The Seventh and Popolar be Jack Ward, Mark Pugh, the extension department-will average home,if it isplaced in
GT. Moody, Minister Youth, Randy Sorrow, 811
- Sunday, October 30, at the
oi Education, Will assist in the Broad, f011owing the evening Church of • Christ will have Glen Gibbs, Bud Gibbs, be' Roy Harmon, Newell
University Church of Christ,
regular
worship
services
at
Raymon
Rayburn,
Ted Hopkins, Bud' Gibbs, and
service.
service.
six
North 15th Street. Ernie
a.m.,
and
Jerry
Howard,
10:40
Bolls,
Wayne
Hopkins.
a.m.,
8:30
Mike
Harry Hampsher, minister
will be the song leader
30,
Bailey
October
dgar
study
Thomas,
Bible
will
be
Sunday,.
held
at
p.m. on
Rowland,
of Music at First Baptist
Williams will
Wayne
John
Bro.
Sunday.
and
minister,
Charles
a.m.
Humphrey,
9:40
the
with
Gene
during 1951-60, now. of Chatoc85
basic
the
Navy's
of
announcements.
Recruit
Navy
Airman
the
make
Paul
King,
Steve
speaker.
as
Dale,
Steele,
and
tanooga, Tn., will direct the
Sunday from three to 5:45 Charles N. Johnson,son of Mr. cupational fields.
The morning sermon topic
"Better Than Sacrifice" Kevin McManus.
and sing a solo at the
their
studies
Included
in
Grades
p.m.
four
Johnson
of.
through
and
MT.
Charles
Samuel
will
be "The Place and Purfrom
I
scripture
Presiding
and
with
serving
The
morning service.
eight will "trick or treat" with 1606 %%well Road, Murray, Were seamanship, close order pose of The Old Testament"
morning
the
be
wfil
Lord's
15:20-23
Supperwill
be
Ed
The Adult Choir,_ under the
children knocking on doors of has completed recruit training drill, Naval history ,and first with scripture from Galatians
direction cif-Wayne Halley,. • St. John's Episcopal Church sermon toiiic: The evening West, Max Walker, Lorin
members leaking for at the Naval Training Center, aid.
the_,
3:19-29 tO be read by Bobby
will present"Crown Him with will celebrate -Holy'Com- topic-will-be "When Do We Watson, and Lenith Rogers.
A 1977 graduate of Murray Martin. Prayers will be led by
donations of canned goods for Orlando,Fla.
of
Remission
Val
King
will
be
the
the
teen
Receive
Many Crowns." A brass en- munion Sunday, October 30, at
the food pantry at the church.
During the eight-week High School, he joined the Bob Starks and Ben Humsemble from the Murray State 9:45 a.m. with the Rev. Sins?" with scripture from nursery, helper. Serving on
training cycle, trainees Navyin August 1977.
phreys.
6;16-18.
Romans
University Music Department Stephen Davenport as the
"The Three Most Unique
Assisting in the services will
studied general military
- celebrant.
will accompany the choir.
Halloween
Booth
Open
of Baptism" will be the
Cases
subjects
'designed
to
prepare
At noon the church will have
Church School and Adult
evening sermon,topic with the
"Ruth, The Foreigner" will candle lighter. ,
them for further academic
lunch in the Fellowship Hall. classes will be at eleven a.m.
scripture to be from Matthew
be the subject of the sermon
A service of dedication will and on-the-job training in one At Hazel On Monday
Mrs. H. L. Oakley is chairman
Ben Moore will serve as
3:43-17; J.P.' Parker and Rob
by the-Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, be for Annie Sheppard
-or the ',arrangements cern- acolyte, P. Harcourt will be
A Halloween booth will be Gingles will lead in prayers:—
minister
of
Forrester,
tbe
-d
aughter
of
Dr.
and
mittee.
the nursery superVistr-, and A.
set up at the Hazel Community
Serving for The Lord's _
Church (Disciples of Christ), Mrs. Kent Forrester.
The evening service at 7:00 Harcourt and A. Brun will be
Center in Hazel on Monday, Supper will be Willard All.%
at the Mk 45 a.m. _worship
Elders serving will he,
p.m. will feature a message by ushers.
October 31. The booth will be Jimmy Ford,' J.T. Page,
services on Sunday, October Bailey Gore . and Harlan
sponsored
by the Hazel Units Bruce Miller, Joey West,
30, at the church.
Hodges. Serving as deacons
of the Woodmen of the World David Fitts, -Gary Taylor,
The choir director will be will be Henry Fulton, B. D.
The Grace Baptist Church, The Rev. Jerrell White, Margaret Porter who will sing - Hall, John' Hall, "Coleman located on South Ninth Street and will be open from 5:30 to Tom Ballard, and James
pastor of the -Memorial a solo, "Song of Ruth." Jane McKeel, Dan McKeel, and Extended, will hear the 7:00 p.m.
Feltner.
All trick or treaters are
Baptist Chur4h,- -Tenth- and.--Hutson.add
-or-ganist -Robert- Puttoff. Greeters- will pastorr the Rev.
Burooe.- NurserY,s_SPervigg's will be
Main Streets, will speak on the with Randy Aulick as worship be Dr. Clegg Austin and Dr. speak at the 10:45_11.m. and Weltoine-to crane by the booth Nancy
Glenda
Fitts,
during these hours, WOW
"A Time To Laugh leader and Amy Roos as and Mrs. David Eldredge,
Newsome, Shirley Dunn,Kim
5:30 p.m. worship services on
chrooms of the schools for the subject,
CALLOWAY COUNTY
spokesmen said.
A Time To Cry," at the
Whitten, DeeDee McGukin,
Sunday,October 30.
Joanna Adams, Food week of October 31 to and
on
worship
services
a.m.
10:50
Julie Gargus.
At
the
evening
service
the
and
Services Director for the November 4 as follows:
To
Singles
Lake Area
30, at the
October
Sunday,
ordinance
of
The
Lord's
CARTER
ROBERTSON
AND
Calloway County Schools, has
scripture will be
Monday-corn dogs, but- church.
released the menus for pie
The First United Methodist between the morning service's. Supper will be observed.
Itear Rea'Moody
'
, Virious: lunchrooms o("the tered :potatdes, peaches, and from James 4:8-10. ..
John
Wood,
music
director,
,
-Youth
activities
for'Sunday
WANTED
Church will hear th&apastoi,
.1
Love
Thee"
•
"My
--Jesus,
the_Chureh
Choir
in
will
direct
:The Lake Area Singles will
cake;
set-roots tOr- thV' vieelt--- of H al 1 o e„eh
It/truth
the Rev.-Dr:Times
er; will be, ar
cii -do-d
Churchwill
be
the
•
special
by
the
meet Tuesday, November 1, at
October 31 to November 4 @s Tuesday-chicken, green
Sr., speak on the subject, "To' Choir, grades 7-12, 4:30 p.m.; singing "Something For
by
the
interestechurch
choir,
directed
families
service.
Thee"
at
the
morning
seven'
potatoes,
and
p.m.
at
the
peas, creamed
Bank of
follows:
Give Is To Live," at the 8:45 Children's choir,grades one to
d in getting a
AND cookie; Wednesday-chili Rev. Ron Hampton, minister and 10:50 a.m. worship ser- six, 5:30 p.m.; snack supper Dwane Jones will be organist Benton.
EAST, NORTH
with peanut butter sandwich, of music, with Margaret vices on Sunday, October 30. by Mr. and Mrs. Iris Crawford and Anita Underhill will be
Reita Moody of Murray,
church started in
SOUTHWEST...
Diane
wife of George T. Moody,
Mon'ay - -hamburgers, celery sticks, orange sections, Wilkins as organist and
p.m.; Senior High pianist.
His text will be from Luke at
Ky. •
Murray,
Dixonaapianict
Sunday-Sehoel-Willbe-at-946- minister-of -education' of -the- progr in-ort ''Looking Ahead
Treritti- Tries, -Tett:ice, 'tomato -takt
-lincF'crackers-,
617-45.
F.
J.
- Write: Rev.
slices, and halloween cup- sday-hamburger, roun- Robert Perrin, deacon of the
Paul Shahan will be the and Junior High program on a.m. with Steve Smotherman First Baptist Church, will be
568,
Box
Henning,
the special speaker. Mrs.
cakes; Tuesday - beef stew &bouts, fruit gelatin,' and week, will assist in the ser- choir director with, Bea ''Retreat Plans" at 6:30 p.m. as superintendent.
•
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
Following the evening
Moody is the chaplain at the
with vegetables, pear half cookies; Friday-no school,- vices.
The
United
Campus
Farrell as the organist. Dan
sermon
The , _seven_
-Parent Teacher copference.
servieeei
_a
-Halloween.
-with -gritert-eheese,ftlls;
WesternBaptist
-Hospital
Ministry
will havelts-Western
Publhelthig-Officei AnCook will-serve as gieete‘,
topic will be "Patience"- with
- jelly; Wednesday - fish,
Church School will lie Student Fellowship at six p.m. fellowship will be held at 7:15 Paducah.
Ind.
derson,
scripture from James 5:3-11,
For information call. Vera
hatter) .,cole slaw, white.
followed by Fellowship,-p.m. with games and contests
MURRAY MIDDLE
'according to-Ftev• White. 'for allages'and refreshmenta-. Nordhoff,753-0E99 or 753-3316.
beans, hush puppies, and ice prograim at seven p.m.
Monday-hot dogs or Church Teaching will be at
cream; Thursday - chili
Creamed 9:40 a.m.- with - -Elbert
"
tiite-r -tots"-, arPoi rind ham-burger,
mixed Thomason as director, and
celery sticks, app!sauce and potatoes, slaw or
cookie; Church Training will be.at six
and
fruit,
__bun; Friday- iried-chicken,
Tuesday-vegetable soup with
mashed • - potatoes, englislf illmento cheese or pizza, corn p.n.witb- J.T. Lee as direciiii.
peas, cranberry sauce, rolls, applesauce or gelatin with The College and Career
Department will have a
and jelly.
The Rev. Buz Rabatin,
fruit, and cookie; 'Wed, CALLOWAY COUNTY nesday-chicken or ham- luncheon on Sunday at the pastor
First
of
the
home
of
Don'and
Jane
Rogers,
HIGH...
burger, potatoes, green beans, 1205 Dogwood Drive East. The Presbyterian Church, will
Monday - hamburgers, peaches or fresh fruit, rolls
speak at the 10:45 a. m. sergrilled cheese, ham bits and and jelly; Thursday-tacos or youth social will be held vices on Sunday, October 30,
church
at
the
Sunday
after
beans, variety of vegetables, pizza, mexican beans, gelatin
at the church. His subject will
bread, cookie, pumpkin pie or mixed fruit, and cookie; L.D. Cathey home, 1711 be "Prove It" with -scripture
College
Farm
Road.
and whipped cream; Tuesday Friday-no school, Parentfrom Psalms 116:1-14 and
- hamburgers, ham sand- Teacher conference.
Matthew 16:1-12.
_
spaghetti and meat
-Kathy Mowery will rbe _the
'balls, variety or-Vegetables,
thoir director and Lisa Slater
MURRAY HIGH
bread; strawberry shortcake,
will be the organist.
Monday-choice of corn
and honey peanut butter cup;
Sunday will be Reformation
Wednesday - hamburgers, dog, chili and pimento cheese
Sunday and on this day a
two corn dogs, vegetable beef sandwich; hamburger,,, hot
member of the congregation-chef
salad;
soup, vegetables, cold plate, dogs, _
The Murray and Calloway will read the scripture acting
bread, brownie, and _ peanut Tuesday-choice of pizza, County Girl Scouts, will out. the reformation principle
cluster; Thursday 7 ham- roast beef sandwich, ham- celebrate the birthday -of of the Priesthood of All
burgers, pizza, spanish rice, burger, het dogs, chef salad, Juliette Low, founder of the Believers, according to Rev.
vegetables, fruit plate, bread, fruiti, and vegetables; Girl Scout Association in Rabatin, who said his sermon
cheesecake, and' apple; Wednesday-choice of America, on Mon
October will deal with faith and the
Friday - hamburgers, fish chicken, chuckwagon, 31.
proof of the faith.
sandwich, - lasagna, hamburger, hot dogs, chef
Open house will oe held at
Sunday School will be at 9:30
vegetables, cold plate, bread, salad, fruits, vegetables, rolls, the Girl Scout cabin on Sharp a. m. Sunday. .
banana pudding, and sliced and jelly; Thursday-choice Street in the old Murray City
On Wednesday the Arts and
of tacos, lasagne, hamburger, Park from 3:30 to 5:30 p. m. Crafts workshop
peaches.
will be at 9:30
hot dog, chef salad, fruits, and Refreshments will be served a. m. and
7:30 p. m., and the
MURRAY CITY
vegetables; Friday-choice of
Glinda Jeffrey, food ser- ham sandwich, chicken fried and a charge of twenty-five -adult choir rehearsal will be at
tee
vices director for the Murray steak, hamburger, hot dogs, cents per person will be made. 6:30 p.
Stewardship Sunday will be
City Schools, has released the chef salad, fruits, and. All Girl Scouts and their
parents are urged to attend, a observed on November 6 with
menus " for the various lun- vegetables.
spokesman said.
the Victory dinner at snip. m.

Bro. Hoover Will
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Bro. John Dale To Speak Sunday At Church Of Christ

Completes Training

Holy Communion At

Church On Sunday

Christian Church To Hear Dr. Roos

Memorial Baptists
Will-Hear Pastor

Grace Baptists To

Preach On Sunday

Hear Rev. Burpoe

SCHOOL
-LUTICH mEnu

Methodist Church To Hear Pastor Speak

-7-Thur---

--

Rev. Buz Rabatin
To Speak Sunday
For First Church

TO THE BEST YOUR.
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
DEALER HAS

Special Party At

E BEST()
RYTHING

Girl Scout Cabin

ANNOUNCING'THE 1978
VOLARE WAGON.

Issues In
• Chrisman
Campaign For
Mayor
Four pears as a council member has given me a good
insight into the needs of city government, about equal
opportunities to my opponent, and`to assess the actions
necessary to operate effectively and with reasonable
costs.
My business background covers several responsible
positions with budgets much larger than the City of
Murray. It intludes finance, purchasing, personnel,
sales, marketing, management,as an employee and as'
an owner. I am not an expert in any of those areas but I
have understood and practiced fiscal responsibility for
longer than my opponent. It does provide a some what
broad and balanced background with a reasonable
degree of success which would enable me to be a more
effective mayor than friy opponent.
H. Ed. Chrisman
Please Clip
More Issues To fallow
Paid for M Chrisman Campaign Fund
For Mayor. Forrest Pl-iddy. treasurer

THE WAGON THAT HAS ALL
AMERICA SINGING.
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Last year's No. 1 selhng wagon in America. Test drive this year's Volare Wagon
'
and you'll see it's destined for the same top honors.
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FOR THE BEST OF EVERY'THING
SEE YOUR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER

Jim Fain Motors
810 Spanive,Murray

763-0832

